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DYNAMICS OF A SUBMERSIBLE MUSSEL RAFT 
by 
Tobias Dewhurst 
University of New Hampshire, December, 2016 
The dynamics of a submersible mussel raft were analyzed using wave tank testing, 
numerical modeling, and full-scale field tests. When submerged, the raft’s pontoons are flooded, 
and it is held vertically by lines attached to surface floats and horizontally by a spread mooring. 
This submerged configuration is used to reduce wave forcing and to avoid contact with floating 
ice during winters in northern waters. During the prototype design process, numerical modeling in 
the program Aqua-FE™ indicated that the submerged configuration exhibited significantly less 
heave (vertical) and pitch (rotational) motion than the surfaced configuration. Subsequent 1/10 
Froude-scaled wave tank testing validated those predictions. Full-scale field tests, each about three 
weeks long, provided 6-degree-of-freedom motion and mooring load data for a variety of wave 
and current forcing conditions. This data set confirmed that the submerged raft oscillates with 
significantly smaller heave and pitch amplitudes than the surfaced raft for wave periods of interest 
(generally between 2 and 8 seconds). The reduced motion of the submerged configuration is 
attributed to its decreased waterplane area and increased inertia, which reduce the heave and pitch 
natural frequencies so that they are below the frequencies associated with the highest wave energy. 
The submerged configuration greatly decreases vertical velocities and accelerations of the mussel 
rope attachment points, reducing feeding interruptions and mussel drop-off in storms. Numerical 
models in Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex showed good agreement with field measurements of raft 
motion, particularly for wave periods associated with storm energy at the semi-exposed test site.
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Motivation for a Submersible Mussel Raft 
Overharvest of wild finfish stocks has led to global and national restrictions on commercial 
fishing. Consequently, total wild capture production has remained relatively constant for the last 
two decades, and the increasing global demand has been met by a steady growth of aquaculture 
production (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2014). In the United States, 
however, finfish farming has suffered from competition from countries with lower production costs 
and from concerns about the environmental impact of farms (Wu, 1995). As a result, much of the 
workforce in America’s fishing communities is underemployed, while the U.S. imports up to 90% 
of its seafood (NOAA, 2014). 
Mussel farming is an environmentally friendly alternative to harvesting finfish. Fish cages 
are generally associated with nitrogen deposits on the seafloor; mussels, on the other hand, 
sequester nitrogen, reducing the likelihood of hypoxia, fish kills, loss of habitats, and algae blooms 
in coastal waters (Rose et al., 2014). Furthermore, mussels are self-sufficient feeders and generally 
require less maintenance than finfish. This reduces the cost of labor and infrastructure compared 
to finfish aquaculture. 
A major threat to mussel farms is the loss of harvest to predators (Freeman, 1996). In 
northern latitudes, eider ducks (Somateria mollissima) ingest whole mussels in high volumes. 
These birds can forage to depths of 15 m (50 feet) and prefer cultivated mussels to wild mussels 
15-to-1 because of their high meat-to-shell ratios (Varennes et al., 2015). To protect against 
predation, farmers in regions with eider populations grow mussels on ropes suspended from rafts 
and enclose the rafts with nets. Raft-based mussel farming requires a precise combination of water 
quality and currents. If the current is too fast, mussels constrict their exhalant siphon area, reducing 
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their filtering rate (Newell et al., 2001). If current speed is too low, however, the flow does not 
deliver sufficient nutrients to the mussels toward the center of the raft, where fluid velocities are 
reduced. Newell and Richardson (2014) found that the ideal range of current speeds for a 121 m2 
raft is 14–23 cm/sec. Protected sites with adequate conditions for mussel culture (e.g. estuaries and 
river mouths) are scarce and subject to competition from other users. This limits the growth of the 
industry.  
Expanding mussel farming operations into less 
protected sites could increase the quality and quantity of 
mussel production, but these farms would be subject to 
considerable wave action. Extreme weather events bring 
the threat of major structural damage to the rafts (Figure 1). 
Additionally, wave-induced vertical velocities disturb 
feeding patterns and reduce meat-to-shell ratios (Newell et 
al., 2001), and vertical motions can cause mussel drop-off, 
particularly if they occur when the organisms’ attachment 
strengths are low (see Lachance et al., 2008). 
Consequently, storm events can reduce harvests by as much 
as 50% (Stirling, 1995).  
Pemaquid Mussel Farms of Damariscotta, Maine proposed a submersible mussel raft 
system which could operate in more exposed waters than traditional surface rafts (Newell, 2013). 
In this design, the raft pontoons are flooded until the system is negatively buoyant and suspended 
from buoys (Figure 2). It was hypothesized that this submerged raft will exhibit significantly less 
wave-induced motion than a similar raft at the surface, decreasing mussel drop-off and structural 
Figure 1.  Mussel raft in semi-exposed 
site, before and after 2009 storm 
(Newell, 2013). 
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damage during storms. This raft would also be less susceptible to drift ice than present surface 
rafts. This dissertation investigates the dynamics of this novel system. 
  
Figure 2.  Schematic of a submersible mussel raft in the submerged configuration.  
Previous Work 
Many studies have explored the response of fish cages to waves and current. DeCew et al. 
(2005, 2010a, 2010b, 2013), Fredriksson et al. (2003, 2005), Tsukrov et al. (2000, 2003), and Kim 
et al. (2014) are a few examples which use approaches similar to those in the present study. 
Literature on the behavior of mussel farms, however, is notably scarce.  
Several studies have examined the flow through and around stationary mussel farms using 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Delaux, Stevens, and Popinet (2011) used a 2-D, laminar 
CFD to model the effect of a longline mussel farm on the ambient flow. A general review of open 
water, longline shellfish aquaculture is provided by Stevens et al. (2008). Tseung et al. (2016) used 
a finite volume method implemented in OpenFOAM™ to study the effect of a surface canopy on 
a steady flow. (Here, a canopy is a field of linear elements, e.g. mussel ropes, suspended from the 
surface.) That CFD model employed a large eddy simulation combined with a Smagorinsky sub 
Mussel Ropes 
Catenary mooring 
Tension buoys Flotation buoys 
Pontoons 
Cross beams 
32 ft. (9.7 m) boat for scale 
Vertical tethers 
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grid scale model for the small-scale eddies. Newell & Richardson (2014) used a porous media 
model to represent mussel ropes in a Flow3D™ simulation. Raman-Nair, et al. (2008) developed 
a lumped-mass numerical model with compression-only springs to predict the dynamics of a 
longline mussel setup. Unfortunately, no validation of this model is available. 
Tow- or wave-tank experiments on mussel culture systems are especially scarce. Tseung et 
al. validated their OpenFOAM™ model by towing a model canopy at steady speeds. Plew et al. 
(2009) synthesized a mussel rope from Perna canaliculus shells that included a tubing system for 
simulating mussels inhaling and exhaling. Their tow tests yielded a drag coefficient of 1.3, based 
on mussel rope diameter, invariant to mussel pumping and Reynolds number (from 10,000–
70,000). 
Field studies of mussel farms have primarily been limited to point measurements of 
velocity at various points within and outside of a full-scale mussel raft. (See Newell and 
Richardson, 2014; Gibbs et al., 1991; Blanco et al., 1996; and Boyd and Heasman, 1998). Plew et 
al. (2005, 2006) used Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) transects and bottom-mounted 
pressure sensors to measure the effect of a large offshore longline mussel farm on local currents 
and waves, including stratification effects. Stevens et al. (2007) conducted a detailed field study 
of the motion and loading of a mussel longline using load cells and accelerometers. They observed 
differences in float motion based on location within the farm and noted the influence of mooring 
line pretension on the dynamic behavior. They also reported that energy spectra of the vertical 
motion of the ends of the mussel ropes exceeded the energy spectra of the vertical motion of the 
surface floats, and interpreted this as evidence of flexibility of the mussel ropes in the vertical 
dimension.  
Reviewing the existing literature on mussel culture engineering, it is apparent that most 
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studies have focused on the static characteristics of longline systems or mussel rafts. No numerical 
model of either system’s dynamics has been validated with a field study, and no study to date has 
examined the dynamics of a mussel raft in waves. 
Goals 
The overall goals of this work were to characterize the dynamics of both the submerged 
and surfaced mussel raft configurations and evaluate the hypothesis that a submerged raft will 
exhibit significantly less wave-induced motion than a raft at the surface. Additional goals included 
quantifying the vertical velocity and acceleration of mussel rope attachment points on the rafts 
(which correlate to lost harvest in storms), quantifying tensions in raft connections (which correlate 
to structural damage in storms), and developing a validated method for numerical modeling of 
mussel culture system dynamics. 
Objectives 
The goals of this research were achieved by realizing the following objectives: 
A. Build and test a Froude-scaled physical model of a submersible mussel raft system. 
B. Numerically model the response of a mussel raft system to waves and current in the 
surfaced and submerged configurations, using both commercial and research codes. 
C. Analyze the dynamics of a submersible mussel raft in a full-scale field experiment. 
Approach 
The typical raft system considered in this study was based on the prototype built by 
Pemaquid Mussel Farms of Maine. The planform is square and is 12.2 m (40 feet) along one edge. 
Pontoons are 0.91 m (3 feet) in diameter. Mussel ropes are 13.7 m (45 feet) long and occupy 
approximately half of the water column.  
A 1/10 Froude-scaled physical model was constructed, and its response to single frequency 
waves was measured in a wave tank at the University of New Hampshire (UNH) (Figure 3). This  
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model was also used to qualitatively assess the 
raft’s stability with partially flooded pontoons. 
Numerical models were developed in 
Aqua-FE™ (Figure 4), a finite element program 
developed by UNH for modeling marine 
systems that experience large deformations, and 
OrcaFlex, a commercial software for dynamic 
analysis of offshore marine systems. 
Preliminary results were used to make design 
decisions as Pemaquid Mussel Farms 
constructed a full-scale raft for operation at a 
semi-exposed site.  
Once the full-scale system (Figure 5) 
was constructed and deployed in Frenchman 
Bay, Maine, instrumentation was deployed for 
measuring current and waves, mooring lines 
tensions, and raft motion while it was at the 
surface and while it was submerged. The 
dynamics of the raft were characterized using 
Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs), in 
which response amplitudes are normalized by 
corresponding wave motion amplitudes as a 
function of frequency. The surfaced and 
 
Figure 3. 1/10 Froude-scaled physical  
model in the UNH wave tank. 
 
Figure 4. Aqua-FE model of a submerged  
mussel raft. 
 
 Figure 5. Full-scale prototype submersible mussel 
raft. The planform is square and is 12.2 m (40 feet) 
along one edge. Pontoons are 0.91 m (3 feet) in 
diameter. Mussel ropes are 13.7 m (45 feet) long 
and occupy approximately half of the water 
column.  
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submerged configurations were compared on the basis of the general seakeeping response of the 
raft, the vertical velocity and acceleration of the mussel rope attachment points, and the tension 
amplitudes in the mooring lines. 
Besides providing direct insight into the dynamics of the submersible mussel raft system, 
the field test also served as a full-scale validation of the numerical models. Once validated, the 
numerical models were used to estimate the raft’s response to environmental conditions outside of 
those observed in the field study. They were also used to study the system’s sensitivity to various 
design parameters. 
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II. PHYSICAL MODELING   
Wave Tank Testing 
A simple three-pontoon, deck frame, and mussel rope, 1/10 scale model was fabricated and 
tested in wave and tow tank experiments. These tests provided data to evaluate the hypothesis that 
the submerged raft would exhibit reduced motions and to evaluate the ability of Aqua-FE™ and 
OrcaFlex models to simulate mussel raft dynamics. Experiments were done in UNH’s wave/tow 
tank which is 36.6 m long, 3.66 m wide and has a water depth of 2.44 m. The physical model was 
based on a full-scale design having the overall dimensions, mass distribution and buoyancy of the 
Figure 2 concept but not the same construction details. Consolidated mussel ropes were used in 
which one equivalent mussel rope had the volume, density and mass of 40 individual mussel ropes. 
The full-scale parameters were Froude-scaled to model size according to (model mass, weights, 
forces)/(full-scale mass weights, forces) = 10-3 and (model time scales)/(full-scale time scales) = 
10-1/2.  Experiments were done with the raft at the surface and submerged, and wave excitation 
consisted of single frequency waves having crests parallel to the pontoons and full-scale periods 
typical of coastal environments. Optically obtained time series for vertical displacement (heave), 
rotation angle (pitch), horizontal displacement (surge), and surface elevation were processed to 
yield response amplitudes normalized by corresponding wave motion amplitudes. These 
nondimensional Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) characterize seakeeping response as a 
function of frequency. This work was published in Wang et al. (2015). 
Pontoons consisted of capped Schedule 20 PVC pipe, and the deck frame was fabricated 
from 5.08 cm (2 inch) aluminum angle connected by 3.2 mm (1/8 inch) thick aluminum plate 
gussets. The model planform is shown in Figure 6, and component parameters are provided in 
Table 1. Floats used in the submerged configurations were solid foam buoys, and tethers were 3.2 
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mm (1/8 inch) flexible twine. Submerged raft depth was 43 cm (17 inches). Consolidated mussel 
ropes were made by enclosing chain within a hollow cylinder of flexible, closed-cell foam. The 
same slack mooring, holding the pontoons perpendicular to the wave direction, was used for all 
tests (see Figure 7). Compliance of the overall mooring system was due mostly to the configuration 
shape and the ability to pull the spherical buoy down and lift the chain off the bottom as the 
mooring line straightens under tension. Line stretch is of lesser importance, though line elasticity 
was modeled by Aqua-FE™ in the comparison study using a Young’s modulus of 2.83 GPa. 
 
Figure 6. Planform view of the 1/10 scale physical model. The deck frame is aluminum, and the pontoons are 
PVC pipe (details in Table 1). The 9 float attachment points are indicated by dots. When 4 consolidated 
mussel ropes are used, they are hung below the raft at positions marked by x. When 9 are used, 5 more 
consolidated ropes are added under the positions marked by circles. Not to scale. 
 
Table 1. Components of the 1/10 scale physical model. 
Component (number) Description 
Pontoons (3) 1.44 m long, 8.26 cm diameter, 136.1 kg/m3 at surface, 1000 kg/m3 flooded 
Deck frame (1) 1.32 m side length, 2.40 cm equivalent diameter, 2800 kg/m3 
Floats (9) 26.7 cm long, 11.2 cm diameter, 0.37 kg 
Vertical tethers (9) 29.2 cm long, 3.2 mm diameter, 1000 kg/m3 
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Consolidated mussel ropes (0, 4, 9) 1.37 m long, 4.7 cm diameter, 3.45 kg 
Bridle lines (2) 1.03 m long, 1.59 mm diameter, 1000 kg/m3 
Vertical buoy line (1) 35.6 cm long, 1.59 mm diameter, 1000 kg/m3 
Mooring line (1) 6.55 m long, 1.59 mm diameter, 1000 kg/m3 
Mooring chain (1) 1.68 m long, 0.21 kg/m 
 
 
Figure 7. Side view schematic including the upper slack mooring system. The mooring consists of a bridle 
attached to each end of the pontoon facing the waves, a vertical line from the bridle apex to a supporting 
spherical buoy, and the main mooring line from the bridle apex to a short length of chain attached to a 
deadweight anchor. Not to scale. (Parameter values provided in Table 1.) 
Experiments were conducted using wave heights and periods (model scale) provided in 
Table 2. Four configurations were used: 
1. raft at the surface without mussel ropes,  
2. raft at the surface with four consolidated mussel ropes, 
3. raft submerged with four ropes and all pontoons flooded, 
4. raft submerged with nine ropes and only the two outer pontoons flooded. 
An optical system, operating through a window in the side of the tank, was used to track 
Spherical Buoy 
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targets mounted on the raft deck to obtain raft motion (Figure 3). Wave surface elevation at the raft 
was also recorded optically. Time series for heave, pitch, and surge were processed to yield heave 
RAO (heave amplitude normalized by wave amplitude, a), pitch RAO (pitch amplitude in radians 
normalized by wave slope amplitude, ka; k is wavenumber), surge RAO (surge amplitude 
normalized by fluid particle horizontal displacement amplitude at the surface, a/tanh(kh); h is 
water depth). The normalizing wave amplitude, a, was measured directly, while the normalizing 
wave slope and horizontal displacement were calculated assuming a linear, propagating wave. 
Note that since the Aqua-FE™ applications to the tank tests (described in Chapter III, Numerical 
Modeling with Aqua-FE) were at model scale and the RAO results are non-dimensional, no Froude 
scaling of results to full size was necessary to evaluate Aqua-FE™. 
Table 2. Wave heights and periods used in the wave tank experiments. 
Model-scale values         
Period, s 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 
Measured wave height, cm 4.73 4.55 4.89 7.04 9.54 13.9 17.3 18.5 
Full-scale equivalents         
Period, s 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.7 5.5 6.3 7.1 7.9 
Measured wave height, m 0.47 0.46 0.49 0.70 0.95 1.39 1.73 1.85 
Wave Tank Results 
RAO results (response amplitudes normalized by corresponding wave quantities) are used 
to characterize the 1/10 scale physical model wave response. Heave RAOs, Pitch RAOs, and Surge 
RAOs for the four configurations considered are plotted in Figures 8, 9, and 10, respectively. 
For the longer wave periods of 2.25 and 2.5 seconds, a small reflected wave from the wave 
tank dissipater was detected. The normalization of wave slope and surge displacement, calculated 
assuming an incident propagating wave only, were therefore subject to error, and these points were 
not plotted. For the heave normalization, on the other hand, wave elevation amplitude was 
measured directly and used without approximation. 




Figure 8. Heave RAOs (vertical displacement amplitude normalized by wave amplitude) for the four 1/10 
scale model test configurations. 
 
Figure 9. Pitch RAOs (raft rotation angle amplitude in radians normalized by wave surface slope amplitude) 
for the four 1/10 scale model test configurations. 
 
Figure 10. Surge RAOs (raft horizontal displacement amplitude normalized by fluid particle horizontal 
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Tow Tank Testing 
 To investigate the drag forces on the raft pontoons, the 1/10 physical model was towed in 
the UNH tow tank. Steady towing speeds ranged from 0.079 m/s to 0.47 m/s, which correspond to 
full-scale values of 0.25 m/s to 1.5 m/s using Froude scaling. As with the wave experiments, each 
of the three pontoons was 1.44 m long, 8.26 cm in diameter, and had a 5.25 cm draft. The 
experimental setup is shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 11. Side view schematic of the tow-test setup. The towing system consists of a bridle attached to each 
end of the fore pontoon, connected to a load cell via stainless steel ball joint rod ends. 
 
Tow Tank Results 








where ρ is the water density, L is the pontoon length, S is the pontoon draft, and U is the towing 
speed. ?̅? is the time-averaged drag force. An unsteady bow wave was observed during testing 
which produced an oscillation in drag. This oscillation was characterized as a standard deviation 
of the measured drag force in time. Each test was repeated at least once and results for each towing 
speed were averaged together. The resulting values for time-averaged force, standard deviation, 
44 N (10 lb.) Futek™ 





Ball joint rod ends 
24 gauge steel wire bridle 
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and drag coefficients for each towing speed are given in Table 3. Results are discussed in Chapter 
VI, Numerical Model Validation.  
Table 3. Force and Drag Coefficient from Tow Tank. 
Speed, m/s Mean Force, N Force, Variance, N Drag Coefficient Number of Runs 
0.079 0.26 0.03 0.37 2 
0.16 1.19 0.54 0.41 2 
0.24 2.68 0.37 0.41 3 
0.32 4.86 0.54 0.41 4 
0.40 7.89 1.43 0.43 4 
0.47 11.91 2.14 0.47 6 
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III. NUMERICAL MODELING WITH AQUA-FE  
Aqua-FE Introduction 
The finite element program Aqua-FE™, developed by the University of New Hampshire 
(UNH), was applied to rafts moored at the surface and submerged. In previous applications to 
complex aquaculture systems, Aqua-FE™ predictions have compared well with physical model 
tests and field experiments. In this investigation, Aqua-FE™ simulations were first compared to 
results from wave tank tests of the 1/10 scale physical raft model. Then full scale applications were 
made that included surface and submerged raft configurations used in the field study. Various wave 
forcing methods were evaluated, including single-frequency design waves and idealized spectra. 
Finally, results from Aqua-FETM simulations were compared to observations from the full scale 
field experiment (in Chapter VI, Numerical Model Validation).  
Aqua-FE™ was developed to simulate the effects of wave, current and storm events on 
large complex systems for which motion and mooring loads are of interest (Gosz et al., 1997; 
Tsukrov et al., 2003). It incorporates truss, buoy, stiffener and consistent net elements to model 
various parts of aquaculture installations, buoy and mooring systems. The program uses a 
nonlinear Lagrangian formulation to accommodate for large displacements of structural elements. 
The Newmark integration scheme is utilized to solve the nonlinear equations of motion. Wave and 
current loading on elements is incorporated into the model using a Morison equation formulation 
(Morison et al., 1950) modified to include relative motion between the structural element and the 
surrounding fluid. The program calculates both the normal and tangential drag coefficients, at each 
time step, as a function of Reynolds number as described by DeCew (2011) who revised the 
approach taken by Choo and Casarella (1971). Wave forcing and steady incident flow are specified 
by the user. This software can, however, be modified to employ user-specified drag and added 
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mass coefficients. Aqua-FE™ has been extensively used to study a variety of different aquaculture 
systems and has compared well with physical model testing and in-situ experiments for different 
cage types and mooring configurations (DeCew et al., 2005, 2010a, 2010b; Fredriksson et al., 
2003, 2005; Tsukrov et al., 2000, 2003). It also shows good correlation with other numerical 
modeling software tools (see Zhao et al., 2014). 
Modeling Approach 
Application to Physical Scale Model  
In this study, Aqua-FE™ was evaluated for mussel raft applications using wave tank and 
tow tank data in which a 1.22 m long physical model consisted of three polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
pontoons connected by an aluminum frame (as described in Chapter II, Physical Modeling). The 
model design was simplified but had all the essential elements of the generic submersible raft 
concept. As in the physical model, consolidated mussel ropes were used in which one equivalent 
mussel rope had the volume, density and mass of 40 individual mussel ropes. The deadweight 
anchor was represented as a fixed boundary condition. Simulations were run with regular waves 
for the raft at the surface without mussel ropes, at the surface with four consolidated mussel ropes, 
submerged with four ropes and all pontoons flooded, and submerged with nine ropes and only the 
two outer pontoons flooded. Additionally, simulations of the model raft were run with no mussel 
ropes, no waves, and steady currents that matched the towing speeds used in the drag tests. This 
work was published in Wang et al. (2015). 
Single frequency waves were applied directly towards one end of the Aqua-FE™ model in 
both the surface and submerged conditions. Normalized vertical (heave) displacement, rotation 
angle (pitch) and horizontal displacement (surge) were calculated and compared to assess the 
effects of submergence on raft motion. 
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Aqua-FE™ models were constructed for each of the five cases considered. Aqua-FE™ 
component specifications are provided in Table 4. Aqua-FE™ wave forcing duplicated the cases 
used for the tank tests (see Table 2), and heave, pitch and surge RAOs were calculated in the same 
way as the tank tests.  
Table 4. Aqua-FE™ Model of 1/10 Scale Mussel Raft Components 








Empty Water filled 
  
82 82 82 136.1 1000 
Aluminum frame(1) 18 18 18 2800 
Float(9) 0 1 0 141 
Vertical tethers 0 9 0 1000 
Tension buoy 1 1 0 9.392 
Consolidated mussel rope(4,9) 13 13 0 1481 
Mooring line 9 9 0 1000 
Mooring chain 3 3 0 1403 
Towing bridle 0 0 3 7880 
Total number of elements 
Surfaced 
Surfaced with 4 
mussel ropes 
Submerged with 4 
mussel ropes 




277 329 338 403 267 
 
Models in Aqua-FE™ are limited to truss and buoy elements (linear elements with pinned 
end conditions). Furthermore, Aqua-FE™ calculates the submerged volume of each element based 
on the intersection of its axis with the free surface. The program does not account for partial 
submergence in the radial direction. This is problematic for horizontal elements with large 
diameters, as illustrated in Figure 12. 




Figure 12. Partial submergence of cylindrical truss elements in Aqua-FE™. For the situation in (A), Aqua-FE 
properly calculates that half of the element’s volume is submerged, because the free surface intersects the 
element halfway along its axis (dashed line). For case (B), however, Aqua-FE calculates a submerged volume 
of zero, because the element axis does not intersect the free surface.  
To mitigate the problem of partial submergence, the Aqua-FE™ pontoons for the surfaced 
configuration were built as grids of vertical and horizontal elements (Figure 13). This 
representation improves estimates of the total submerged volume when the waterline is between 
the top and the bottom of the pontoon. In the submerged case, the pontoons never intersect the free 
surface, so the vertical truss components were not required (Figure 14). In both cases, the cross-
sectional area of the elements was set so that each pontoon had the same total volume as the 
physical pontoon.  
 
Figure 13. Representation of pontoons in the surfaced Aqua-FE model. Wave heading in Aqua-FE is along the 
x-axis. 
 
A. Aqua-FE™ calculates submerged 
volume as half of element volume 
B. Aqua-FE™ calculates zero 
submerged volume  
∇ 




Figure 14. Representation of pontoons in the submerged Aqua-FE model. Wave heading in Aqua-FE is along 
the x-axis. 
 
Aqua-FE Results for Wave Tank Tests 
Aqua-FE™ RAO predictions for each of the four 1/10 scale model configurations tested in 
the wave tank are plotted in Figure 15. For all cases, the heave and pitch motion of the submerged 
raft is less than the surface case. For periods below 2 seconds, the reduction in raft motion is 
significant. At very low frequencies, however, the difference is small. Aqua-FE™ predictions are 
compared with experimental results from wave tank experiments in Chapter VI, Numerical Model 
Validation. 




Figure 15. Aqua-FE predictions of normalized heave, pitch, and surge motion for the four 1/10 scale model 
test configurations.  
Aqua-FE™ Results for Tow Tank Tests 
 Aqua-FE™ predictions for steady current speeds corresponding to each towing speed 
tested in the tow tank are presented in Table 5. The overall drag coefficient for each run was 
calculated the same way as for the physical model tow test. Here, the standard deviation of drag 
force is due to small numerical instabilities rather than the unsteady bow wake observed in physical 
testing. Results are compared with the physical tow tests in Chapter VI, Numerical Model 
 
2.05 




Table 5. Drag Force and Drag Coefficients from Aqua-FE simulations of tow test 
Speed, m/s Mean Force, N Oscillating Force, Standard Deviation, N Drag Coefficient 
0.079 1.46 0.69 2.04 
0.16 5.90 1.15 2.01 
0.24 13.17 1.68 1.99 
0.32 22.63 2.11 1.93 
0.40 35.39 3.09 1.93 
0.47 49.40 4.08 1.95 
    
Application to Full-scale Prototype 
The full-scale prototype raft was modeled in Aqua-FETM using an approach similar to the 
modeling of the wave tank case, with four significant exceptions: 
1. The model was updated to reflect the as-built parameters of the prototype, including 
the addition of a predator net.  
2. Mussel ropes were modeled with consistent aggregate elements (also known as “net 
elements”) instead of consolidated ropes, and drag and added mass coefficients 
were adjusted to account for roughness. 
3. The ambient current magnitude was reduced to account for the reduction of flow 
speed throughout the raft. 
4. The model was evaluated using both regular and irregular waves.  
Numerical Model Construction 
Full-scale Prototype 
The numerical model of the full-scale raft system was based on a prototype built by 
Pemaquid Mussel Farms (Figures 16 and 17). The raft’s buoyancy in the surfaced configuration is 
provided by three 3.0-foot (0.91 m) high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pontoons, each containing 
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three airbags which can be connected to a compressed air source at the surface. The pontoons are 
held in place by five perpendicular, evenly-spaced 12.2-meter (40-ft.) steel I-beams. Eighteen 14.9-
meter (50-ft.) long wooden beams rest on the I-beams. Spaced every 0.61 m (2 ft.), they are 
perpendicular to the I-beams and parallel to the pontoons. The raft supports 350 13.7 m (45-ft.) 
mussel ropes. When submerged, the raft is held up by six Aqua 1600 floats attached to the raft by 
3.05 m (10 ft.) vertical tethers augmented with 3.7 m (12-ft.) tethers at 30 degrees from the vertical 
plane. Submerged raft depth was 3.9 m (12 ft.), while water depth was 27.4 m (90 ft.). Component 
specifications are provided in Table 6. 
 
Figure 16. Side view schematic of full-scale raft including the upper mooring system. Not to scale. Mooring is 
symmetrical in both the fore–aft and port–starboard directions.  
Tension Buoy (X2) 
To bottom chain and anchor 
Mooring line 

















Predator net and clump weights not shown 
Float tethers 





Figure 17. Planform view schematic of full-scale raft including the upper mooring system. Not to scale. 
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Table 6. Mussel raft system components, as built 
Component (number) Description 
Raft  
Pontoons (3) 40 feet long, 3 feet diameter 
(12.2 m long, 0.914 m diameter) 
 25 kg/m3 surfaced density (empty),  
911 kg/m3 submerged density (8/9 flooded) 
5.64 m between pontoon axes 
Steel I-beams (5) W6 X 12, 40 feet long (12.2 m), 480 lbs. (218 kg) 
Steel channel beams (6) C4 X 7.25, 40 feet long (12.2 m), 290 lbs. (132 kg) 
Wood beams (18) 3 inch X 4 inch X 49 feet, 208 lbs. 
(7.62 cm X 10.2 cm X 14.9 m, 94.3 kg) 
Aqua 1600 floats (6) 2.13 m long, 1.2 m diameter, 130 kg 
Vertical tethers (14) 10-12 feet long, 7/8 inch nylon, 0.57 lb./ft. 
(3.1-3.7 m, 22 mm diam. 0.85 kg/m) 
Mussel ropes (350) (Surfaced) 15 feet long, 3 X 0.5 inch diameter, 74 lb./ft3  
(4.6 m, 3 X 1.3 cm diameter, 1186 kg/m3) 
Mussel ropes (350) (Submerged) 45 feet long, 3.9 inch diameter, 74 lb./ft3 
(13.7 m long, 10 cm diameter, 1186 kg/m3) 
Predator net panels (4) 50 ft. X 50 ft. panels. 2 inch grid of 1/8 inch line 
(15.24 X 15.24 m, 0.05 m grid, 3.2 mm line). 
Four 50 lb. clump weights per panel 
Clump weights (16) 50 lb., 7 inch diameter 
(22.7 kg, 17.6 cm diameter) 
Chain (from raft) (4) 8 ft., 7/8th inch chain, 7.33 lb./ft. 
2.44 m, 2.22 cm, 17.86 kg/m 
Mooring line (to tension connection) (4) 40 ft., 1 1/4 inch Superpro™, 0.37 lb./ft. 
(12.2 m, 3.175 cm, 0.55 kg/m) 
Tension buoy tethers (4) 10 ft., 1 1/4 inch Superpro™, 0.37 lb./ft. 
(3.048 m, 3.175 cm, 0.55 kg/m) 
Tension buoys (4) 5.41 ft. long, 3.94 ft. diameter, 209 lb. 
(1.65 m, 1.2 m, 95 kg) 
Mooring lines (to anchor) (4) 210 feet long, 1 1/4 inch Superpro™, 0.37 lb./ft. 
(64 m, 3.175 cm, 0.55 kg/m) 
Mooring angle (from plane of symmetry) 15 degrees 
Mooring chains (4) 60 feet long, 1-inch chain, 9.56 lbm/ft. 
(18.3 m, 2.5 cm, 14.2 kg/m) 
Anchors (4) 2500 lbm  (1134 kg) plow-type anchors 
Water depth 90 ft. (27.4 m) 
Aqua-FE Models 
Aqua-FE™ models were constructed for both the surfaced and submerged configurations. 
The submerged configuration is shown in Figure 18. Aqua-FE™ component specifications are 
provided in Table 7.  




Figure 18. Aqua-FE model of submerged mussel raft. Lines represent element axes. Stiffener elements (which 
are not subject to hydrodynamic loading and have no mass, but are used for constructing rigid three-
dimensional structures from truss elements) are not shown. 
 
Table 7. Aqua-FE™ model of full-scale mussel raft components 
Component Numbers of elements per component Effective density (kg/m3) 
Pontoon (3) 
Surface submerged surface submerged 
82 53 25 656 
Steel I-beams (5) 26 26 7850 
Steel channel beams (6) 4 4 7850 
Wood beams (18) 6 6 450 
Aqua 1600 floats (6) 0 1 86 
Float tethers (6) 0 13 852 
Tension buoys (4) 1 1 103 
Tension tethers (4) 3 3 539 
Equivalent mussel ropes (9) 13 13 1186 
Mooring lines (4) 42 36 539 
Mooring chains (4) 10 10 7880 
Surface chains (4) 3 3 7880 
Predator net (1) 240 240 1128 
Clump weights (16) 1 1 7880 
Stiffener elements 415 423 1024 
Total 1528 1665  
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Mussel Rope Modeling 
Consistent Aggregate Elements 
 When representing multiple cylindrical elements as a single, consolidated cylindrical 
element, it is impossible to simultaneously match both the total cross-sectional area and the total 
projected area of the elements. This presents a problem in hydrodynamic finite-element models, 
because drag forces are proportional to projected area, while buoyancy and inertia are proportional 
to cross-sectional area. Figure 19 illustrates this discrepancy for a consolidated element 
representing six individual cylinders. 
 
Figure 19. Consolidated cylinderical elements. (A) n cylindrical elements (e.g. mussel ropes) of unit diameter 
are to be represented by a single consolidated element. If the total projected area is matched (B), then the 
cross-sectional area is n times too large. If the total cross-sectional area is matched (C), then the projected 
area is (original projected area)/√𝒏.  
 Tsukrov et al. (2003) addressed this problem by implementing a one-dimensional 
“consistent net element” in Aqua-FE™ to model fish cage netting. Since the drag and inertial terms 
are decoupled in the Morison equation, their coefficients can be modified such that the drag, 
buoyancy, and elastic forces on the element, as well as its inertia, can be reproduced if the cross-
sectional area and the number of represented elements is specified.   
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 Since Tsukrov et al. implemented their solution as a one-dimensional truss element, their 
method is well suited to representing multiple mussel ropes in the present study. It is also employed 
to model the predator net which surrounds the mussel raft. To avoid confusion and accommodate 
this novel application of this method, the alternative designation, “consistent aggregate element” 
is used in the present text.  
Drag and Added Mass Coefficients 
 Aqua-FE’s built-in calculation of normal drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number 
is valid for smooth cylinders. Mussel ropes, however, are extremely rough. Plew et al. (2009) 
recommended a normal drag coefficient of 1.3 for mussel ropes in steady current, based on drag 
tests in a tow-tank. However, they argued that their result would not be valid for oscillating flow, 
due to the effects of low Keulegan-Carpenter numbers. Plew et al. (2005) recommended using 
separate coefficients for steady and oscillatory flow. Citing previous studies of very rough piles 
by Wolfram and Naghipour (1999), they suggested values of 𝐶𝐷 = 1.7 and 𝐶𝑚 = 2.0 for unsteady 
flow. However, since Aqua-FETM calculates a single relative flow speed at each element and does 
not distinguish between wave-induced and current-induced flow, a single drag coefficient of 1.3 
was used. Furthermore, since Aqua-FETM does not allow unique added mass coefficients to be 
specified for individual element types, a single value of 1.0 was used for all elements in the 
simulation. 
 As noted by Stevens et al. (2007), the tangential drag on mussel ropes has yet to be 
investigated numerically or experimentally. In the absence of such results, tangential drag 
coefficients for a smooth cylinder were calculated as a function of Reynolds number as described 
by Choo and Casarella (1971).  
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Current Speed Reduction 
Aqua-FE™ does not model the effect of structures on waves or current. Consequently, all 
structural elements are equally exposed to the user-specified steady current. In real mussel rafts, 
however, mussel ropes are closely grouped and the flow speed is reduced within the outline of the 
raft. Comparison between Aqua-FETM and wave tank tests showed that the numerical model tends 
to under-predict surge amplitude. Animations of the model results showed that the over-prediction 
of wave drag resulted in the mooring being taut, restricting horizontal motion. Previous 
applications of Aqua-FE™ have shown similar discrepancies (e.g. Fredriksson et al., 2003). 
Furthermore, tow tests of the physical model demonstrated the importance of the “shadowing” 
effect, in which the drag on downstream raft components is reduced due to the wake of the fore 
components. 
To account for this shadowing problem, a field-validated CFD model by Newell and 
Richardson (2014) was used to approximate the average flow speed encountered by raft 
components. Table 8 gives their estimates of spatially-averaged current speed, U, as a function of 
mussel rope diameter, d (in meters). Results are for a 12 m X 12 m raft with 11-m long mussel 
ropes when the undisturbed flow speed is 16.8 cm/s.  
Table 8. Estimated spatially-averaged current speed within the raft as a function of mussel rope diameter, d, 
given an ambient flow speed of 16.8 cm/s. From Newell and Richardson (2014). 
300 Mussel Ropes 𝑈 [𝑐𝑚/𝑠] = 0.44𝑑2 − 3.3𝑑 + 10.5 (where d is in meters) 
400 Mussel Ropes 𝑈 [𝑐𝑚/𝑠] = 0.35𝑑2 − 3.05𝑑 + 9.7 (where d is in meters) 
  
Since the prototype mussel raft was loaded with 350 mussel lines, results from the two 
formulas in Table 8 were averaged to compute the mean current within the raft. Using this method, 
the spatially-averaged steady current within the raft was estimated to be 60% of the free stream 
speed. Since typical maximum tidal currents were about 14.0 cm/s, a reduced steady current of 8.4 
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cm/s was applied in the model. No reduction factor was applied to wave-induced fluid velocities.  
Representative Wave and Current Forcing 
The Aqua-FE™ models were evaluated using both regular and irregular wave forcing. 
These methods would likely be used in a design situation when a user has only general statistics 
for a specific deployment site (e.g. significant wave heights and peak periods) or wants to examine 
general system behavior.  
Since the mussel raft system is nonlinear, wave amplitudes should be representative of the 
real ocean conditions the raft will experience. Regular wave heights were chosen using a constant 
steepness method, where the height of the wave was 1/60 of the wavelength. To avoid 
unrealistically large waves at low frequencies, however, wave heights were limited to half the 
pontoon diameter. The resulting values used in Aqua-FETM are given in Table 9. 
Table 9. Regular wave parameters used in Aqua-FE 
Period, s 12 10 8 7 6 5 4 3.75 3.5 3.25 3 2.75 2.5 2.25 2 
Length, m 169.0 132.3 94.1 74.7 55.9 39.0 25.0 22.0 19.1 16.5 14.1 11.8 9.8 7.9 6.2 
Height, m 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.42 0.37 0.32 0.27 0.23 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.10 
                
 To represent a realistic sea state, a Bretschneider formulation was used, which is a two-
parameter spectrum defined by a significant wave height and a peak frequency (Dean and 
Dalrymple, 1991). In this spectrum, the spectral energy density, S, as a function of frequency, 𝜎, 






















where H1/3 is the significant wave height, fpk is the peak frequency in Hz, and 𝜎𝑝𝑘 is the peak wave 
frequency in radians. Figure 20 shows a Bretschneider spectrum with a peak period and significant 
wave height typical of semi-exposed sites with limited fetch.  
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 A difficulty with using Bretschneider spectra in this application is that it contains very little 
energy at low frequencies. This makes it difficult to examine the low-frequency dynamics of the 
present system.  One solution to this problem could be to force the numerical model using white 
noise, in which the energy spectral density is equal across all frequencies. However, this would 
result in unrealistically strong forcing at high frequencies which, in real seas, would correspond to 
breaking waves.  
As an alternative to white noise, a 1/f spectra was evaluated, in which the spectral energy 
density, S, is given by S=A/f, where f is frequency and A is a constant (see Hooge, 1976). This type 
of spectra is referred to as “pink noise” because visible light with the same spectral distribution 
appears pink.  
For all spectra, the wave height of each frequency component, Hn, was calculated based on 
the spectral energy density at that frequency, Sn, according to the equation 
𝐻𝑛 = 2√2𝑆𝑛Δ𝜎. (3) 
Here Δ𝜎 is the difference in frequency between subsequent components. For each specified wave 
frequency, the wave number, kn, was computed using the dispersion relation,  
𝜎𝑛
2 = 𝑔𝑘𝑛 tanh(𝑘𝑛ℎ), (4) 
where h is the water depth. The wave elevation time series was then given by  
𝜁(𝑡, 𝑥) = ∑
𝐻𝑛
2




where N is the total number of wave components and ϵn is a random phase between 0 and 2π. This 
method yields a time series that repeats itself with a return period of 1/Δf seconds, where Δf is the 
difference between frequencies of each wave component (Faltinsen, 1991). Synthetic time series 
with more wave components have longer repeat periods, yielding better statistics. However, 
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increasing the number of wave components increases computational time in Aqua-FETM. 
Discretizing spectra into 122 wave components was found to yield suitable statistics without 
requiring multiple runs or ensemble averaging. The parameters of the Bretschneider and pink noise 
spectra shown in Figure 20 are given in Table 10.  
 Table 10. Parameters for Aqua-FE wave spectra 









Bretschneider 1.0E-2 m2 0.37 m 2.85 s 0.05 Hz 1 Hz 122 128.1 s 
Pink 1.0E-2 m2 0.35 m N/A 0.05 Hz 1 Hz 122 128.1 s 
        
 
Figure 20. Wave forcing used in Aqua-FETM simulations. The Brettschneider spectrum was based on peak 
period and significant wave height typical of a semi-exposed test site. The pink noise spectrum had the same 
total energy (variance) as the Bretschneider spectrum. Regular wave heights were chosen to have a constant 
steepness (height/length) of 1:60, but were limited to half the pontoon diameter.  




The energy spectra of the raft response were computed as the power spectral density of the 
displacement time series band averaged over 16 adjacent Fourier frequencies, as described by, for 
example, Bendat and Piersol (2010). The definitions used to compute the RAOs in random seas 
are shown in Table 11. 
 Table 11. Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) definitions for irregular seas. 
















,  where 𝑆𝜁 = 𝑆𝜂 /tanh
2 𝑘ℎ. 
  
Here Sheave, Spitch, and Ssurge are the spectral energy density of the platform response in the heave, 
pitch, and surge directions respectively. Furthermore, Sη is the spectral energy density of the 
surface elevation and k is the wave number at each frequency. 
Aqua-FE Results for Full-scale Prototype 
Figure 21 shows the Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) predicted by Aqua-FE for the 
surfaced raft in regular and irregular waves. Figure 22 shows the RAOs for the submerged case. 
Since the low and high frequency ends of the Bretschneider spectrum have very low energy, results 
were truncated at frequencies where the energy density of the wave spectrum was less than 1/10 
of the peak value. Pink noise spectra have more energy at low frequencies and thus allow for better 
evaluation of the system’s dynamics at long wave periods.  




Figure 21. Aqua-FE™ Response Amplitude Operators for full-scale prototype in the surfaced configuration. 
Discrete data points ( ) show regular wave results; lines show results from random sea simulations. 




Figure 22. Aqua-FE™ Response Amplitude Operators for full-scale prototype in the submerged 
configuration. Discrete data points ( ) show regular wave results; lines show results from random sea 
simulations. 
 In general, simulations with measured spectra, pink noise, and regular waves all predict 
similar behavior. In the submerged case, heave and pitch decrease monotonically for frequencies 
above 0.0625Hz (periods below 16 seconds). Regular wave simulations show peaks in the surge 
response at 12 s and 6.5 s for the submerged and surface configurations, respectively. Regular 
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wave runs also indicate that the heave and pitch responses of the surface raft decrease to almost 
zero for periods of 3.25 s. This is slightly less than the period of 2.9 seconds at which the wave 
length is equal to the length of the raft. However, these phenomena are less pronounced in the 
irregular wave simulations. Aqua-FETM predictions are compared with experimental results for the 
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IV. NUMERICAL MODELING WITH ORCAFLEX  
OrcaFlex Introduction 
The commercial finite element program OrcaFlex (version 9.7a) was applied to rafts 
moored at the surface and submerged. This software is widely used in the oil and gas industry and 
other marine applications. In this investigation, OrcaFlex simulations were first compared to 
results from wave tank tests of the 1/10 scale physical raft model. Then full scale applications were 
made that included surface and submerged raft configurations used in the field study. Various wave 
forcing methods were evaluated, including single-frequency design waves and idealized spectra. 
Finally, results from OrcaFlex simulations were compared to observations from the full scale field 
experiment (in Chapter VI, Numerical Model Validation).  
OrcaFlex simulates the effects of wave, current, and wind on marine systems comprising 
flexible and rigid elements (Orcina Ltd., 2014). It incorporates lines, 6-degree-of-freedom buoys, 
3-degree-of-freedom buoys, and rigid, single-element vessels to model components of dynamic 
marine systems. Simulations include both a static and a dynamic analysis. The statics component 
uses an iterative solver to determine equilibrium positions based on hydrostatics and catenary 
equations for lines. The dynamic component uses the static solution as an initial condition and 
solves the equations of motion at each time step using a nonlinear Lagrangian formulation to 
accommodate for large displacements of structural elements. Either explicit or implicit integration 
schemes can be used to solve the nonlinear equations of motion. Wave and current loading on line 
and buoy elements is incorporated into the model using a Morison equation formulation (Morison 
et al., 1950) modified to include relative motion between the structural element and the 
surrounding fluid. For elements intersecting the free surface, buoyancy, drag, and added mass 
forces are multiplied by the fraction of the element’s volume that is submerged. For certain element 
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types, added-mass and drag coefficients can vary with time. For example, users can specify normal 
and tangential drag coefficients for line elements to be calculated as a function of Reynolds number 
at each time step. Steady incident flow and wave forcing are specified by the user and are not 
altered by the presence of the structure. 
Modeling Approach 
OrcaFlex Solver Parameters 
OrcaFlex allows the user to select from various solvers. In the present study, a generalized-
α implicit integration scheme (Chung and Hulbert, 1993) with a variable time step was found to 
yield stable simulations with reasonable computational times. (Using this solver, typical 280-
second simulations of the full scale system took approximately 30 minutes to execute on a 
Windows 10 desktop computer with a 3.6 GHz Intel® Core™ i7-4790 CPU, 16 GB RAM, and a 
Samsung 850  EVO solid state drive.)  
The OrcaFlex user can choose from several kinematic stretching methods to avoid 
unrealistically large wave kinematics at points above the mean free surface. The simulations in this 
study employed Wheeler stretching (Wheeler, 1969). In this method, the hydrodynamic forces at 
an elevation S =  h +  z above the bottom—where h is the mean water depth and z is distance 
above the mean free surface—are calculated using the linear wave kinematics at point S' above the 
bottom (Lo and Dean, 1986), where  
 
𝑆′(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) =
ℎ
ℎ + 𝜁3(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝑆. (6) 
Here ζ3 is instantaneous surface elevation.  
Application to Physical Scale Model  
In this study, OrcaFlex was evaluated for mussel raft applications using the wave tank and 
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tow tank data as described in Chapter II, Physical Modeling. The model was 1.22 m long and 
consisted of three PVC pontoons connected by an aluminum frame. The model design was 
simplified but had all the essential elements of the generic submersible raft concept. As in the 
physical model, consolidated mussel ropes were used in which one equivalent mussel rope had the 
volume, density and mass of 40 individual mussel ropes. Simulations were run with regular waves 
for the raft at the surface without mussel ropes, at the surface with four consolidated mussel ropes 
(Figure 23), submerged with four ropes and all pontoons flooded, and submerged with nine ropes 
and only the two outer pontoons flooded. Additionally, simulations of the model raft were run with 
no mussel ropes, no waves, and steady currents that matched the towing speeds used in the drag 
tests. 
 
Figure 23. OrcaFlex model of the 1/10 scale mussel raft at the surface with four consolidated mussel ropes. 
Stiffener element is not shown.  
Single frequency waves were applied directly towards one end of the OrcaFlex model in 
both the surface and submerged conditions. Wave direction was normal to the pontoons (crest 
parallel to pontoons, as shown in Figure 7. Normalized vertical (heave) displacement, rotation 
angle (pitch) and horizontal displacement (surge) were calculated and compared to assess the 
Spherical Buoy 
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effects of submergence on raft motion. 
OrcaFlex models were constructed for each of the five cases considered. Pontoons and 
floats were represented as 6-degree-of-freedom (6 DOF) buoys to capture their nonlinear 
hydrostatics. These bodies comprise rigid stacks of cylinders along a common axis. Hydrodynamic 
forces on each cylinder are calculated based on the proportion of the element’s volume that is 
submerged. Unlike line elements, instantaneous hydrostatic moments on each element are 
computed. OrcaFlex 9.7a does not allow drag coefficients of 6 DOF buoys to vary with Reynolds 
number, so a constant drag coefficient was used for the pontoons and floats. A value of 1.1 was 
selected since it is the drag coefficient for a smooth cylinder at Reynolds numbers just below the 
critical Reynolds number (Hoerner, 1965), at which the flow becomes turbulent and the drag 
coefficient decreases rapidly. The raft assembly was made rigid by connecting pontoons and 
aluminum angle to a single stiffener element consisting of a 6 DOF buoy with negligible mass and 
hydrodynamic properties. Mussel ropes, float tethers, mooring line and chain were modeled using 
line (or “beam”) elements. Their drag coefficients were calculated as a function of Reynolds 
number using data for a smooth cylinder as reported by Hoerner (1965), and their coefficients of 
added mass were set to 1.0.  
The OrcaFlex component specifications are provided in Table 12. OrcaFlex wave forcing 
duplicated the cases used for the tank tests (see Table 2), and heave, pitch and surge RAOs were 
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Table 12. OrcaFlex Model of 1/10 Scale Mussel Raft Components. 
Component (number) Numbers of elements per component Effective density(kg/m3) 
Pontoon (3) 10 
Empty Water filled 
136.1 1000 
Aluminum angle (1) 9 2800 
Float (9) 3 141 
Vertical tethers (9) 7 1000 
Tension buoy 7 9.392 
Consolidated mussel rope (4,9) 3 1481 
Mooring line 86 1000 
Mooring chain 17 1403 
Towing bridle 20 7880 
Total number of elements 
Surfaced 
Surfaced with 4 
mussel ropes 
Submerged with 4  
mussel ropes 




149 161 251 266 66 
OrcaFlex Results for Wave Tank Tests 
OrcaFlex RAO predictions each of the four 1/10 scale model configurations tested in the 
wave tank are plotted in Figure 24. For all cases, the heave and pitch motion of the submerged raft 
is less than the surface case for periods below 1.75 s. However, the OrcaFlex model indicates heave 
resonance at 2.25 s and 2.5 s for the four-rope and nine-rope submerged configurations. Similarly, 
a resonant peak in pitch is predicted for 1.75 s and 2.25 s for the submerged four-rope and nine-
rope cases, respectively.  OrcaFlex predictions are compared with experimental results from wave 
tank experiments in Chapter VI, Numerical Model Validation. 




Figure 24. OrcaFlex predictions of normalized heave, pitch, and surge motion for the four 1/10 scale model 
test configurations.  
OrcaFlex Results for Tow Tank Tests 
 OrcaFlex predictions for steady current speeds corresponding to each towing speed tested 
in the tow tank are presented in Table 13. The overall drag coefficient for each run was calculated 
the same way as for the physical tests and the Aqua-FE™ simulations.  
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Table 13. Drag force and drag coefficients from OrcaFlex simulations of tow test  
Speed, m/s Mean Force, N Oscillating Force, Standard Deviation, N Drag Coefficient 
0.079 0.75 0.00 1.04 
0.16 3.06 0.00 1.04 
0.24 6.87 0.00 1.04 
0.32 12.22 0.00 1.04 
0.40 19.09 0.00 1.04 
0.47 26.35 0.00 1.04 
    
 Since the drag coefficient of the pontoons in the OrcaFlex model is independent of 
Reynolds number, the overall drag coefficient computed from the simulations is independent of 
current speed. The 5% difference between the specified value (1.1) and the calculated value is due 
to a small discrepancy between the submerged projected area calculated manually and that 
calculated by OrcaFlex. Interestingly, while the Aqua-FE™ results (Table 5) for the steady current 
cases showed small numerical instabilities, the OrcaFlex results show zero standard deviation. This 
is likely due the differences between the integration schemes used in Aqua-FE™ (explicit 
Newmark-beta) and OrcaFlex (implicit generalized-α). Results are compared with the physical tow 
tests in Chapter VI, Numerical Model Validation. 
Application to Full-scale Prototype 
The full-scale prototype raft was modeled in OrcaFlex (Figure 26) using an approach 
similar to the modeling of the wave tank case. However, the model was updated to reflect the as-
built parameters of the prototype (Table 6), including the addition of a predator net. Unlike the 
tow-tank model, no stiffening element was used, so the numerical model reflected important 
structural properties of the raft.   
 Drag coefficients for the tethers, mooring lines, and chain were calculated as a function of 
Reynolds number using data for a smooth slender cylinder as reported by Hoerner (1965), and 
their coefficients of added mass were set to 1.0. Mussel ropes, however, are very rough cylinders, 
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so their drag and added mass coefficients were set to 1.3 and 2.0, respectively, based on 
recommendations by Plew et al. (2005, 2009). In the absence of numerical or experimental 
estimates of mussel ropes’ tangential drag coefficients, a skin drag coefficient of 0.01 was used. 
This value corresponds to turbulent flow along a smooth cylinder in the range of Reynolds numbers 
experienced by the mussel ropes (see Hoerner, 1965 and Loitsyanskiy, 1995).  
Consolidated mussel ropes were used in which one equivalent mussel rope had the cross-
sectional area, density, and mass of 39 individual mussel ropes.  However, the normal drag force 
on these elements was calculated using a “drag diameter”, 𝐷 = 𝐷𝑜√𝑛, where Do is the diameter of 
the equivalent element and n is the number of ropes being consolidated. This results in consistent 
aggregate elements, as discussed in Chapter III, Numerical Modeling with Aqua-FE. The same 
approach was used to model the predator net. 
OrcaFlex 9.7 does not allow lines to be connected to each other directly. Therefore, three-
degree-of-freedom (3 DOF) buoys with negligible mass and hydrodynamics were used to connect 
lines in the moorings and in the predator net.  
During early random sea simulations of the submerged configuration, unexpected heave 
oscillations were observed at frequencies near 0.32 Hz and 0.64 Hz. OrcaFlex’s modal analysis 
module was used to calculate natural frequencies of the raft structure, comprising flooded 
pontoons, I-beams, and wooden beams with consolidated mussel ropes attached. This module 
solves the eigenvalue problem for the system, given by 
 [𝑀𝑣][𝑈]𝜆 + [𝐾][𝑈] = [0]. (7) 
Here [𝑀𝑣] is the mass matrix, including added mass; [𝑈] is the displacement vector; [𝐾] is the 
stiffness matrix (including hydrostatic stiffness when applicable); and λ is the vector of 
eigenvalues. The undamped natural frequency for each mode, n, is then given by −𝜔𝑛
2 = 𝜆𝑛. This 
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analysis identified the frequencies in question as natural frequencies of the I-beams with the 
flooded pontoons, consolidated mussel ropes, and wooden beams attached (Figure 25).  
 
Figure 25. Fundamental mode of vibration of the I-beams with flooded pontoons, aggregated mussel ropes, 
and wooden beams attached. The raft’s center of gravity is held fixed in the modal analysis. Figure shows 
the equilibrium position of the outer pontoon as well as upper and lower extremes of its fundamental mode 
of vibration. Not to scale. 
To prevent unrealistically large oscillations at natural frequencies of the raft structure, 
classical Rayleigh damping was applied to the I-beams. A more detailed description of this method 
can be found in Wilson (2004), but a brief explanation is provided here.  
In classical Rayleigh damping, the damping matrix, C, is proportional to the mass and 
stiffness matrices, such that  
 [𝐶] = 𝜂[𝑀] + 𝛿[𝐾]. (8) 
Here η and δ are the mass-proportional and stiffness-proportional damping coefficients. 


















Based on recommendations by Adams and Askenazi (1999), viscous damping values of 
𝜉𝑖 = 𝜉𝑗 = 0.05 were selected. Solving the above equation using the observed natural frequencies of  
𝜔𝑖 = 2𝜋(0.32 Hz) and 𝜔𝑗 = 2𝜋(0.64 Hz) yields values of 𝛿 = 0.1075 𝐻𝑧 and 𝜂 = 0.0207 𝑠, 
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which were applied to the I-beams in OrcaFlex. 
 The raft’s structural dynamics, including I-beam bending, depend in part on mass 
distributions. This calls into question the assumption that the 350 mussel ropes on the full-scale 
raft can be represented by a small number of aggregated elements. To assess the validity of this 
assumption, two OrcaFlex models of the submerged raft were constructed. They were identical 
except that one used 9 aggregated mussel ropes, while the other used 54. The 54-rope model is 
shown in Figure 26.  
 
Figure 26. OrcaFlex  model of submerged mussel raft. Lines represent element axes. Cylinders are 6-degree-
of-freedom buoys. Blue dots are 3-degree-of-freedom buoys.  
  The 9-rope and 54-rope models were analyzed using identical environmental forcing. The 
resulting RAOs are shown in Figure 27. For pitch and surge motions, predictions from the two 
models were practically identical. However, the 9-rope model predicted a small spike in heave 
motion near the raft’s natural frequency due to the bending of the I-beams. In the 54-rope model, 
whose fore-to-aft mass distribution is more realistic, this phenomenon was less pronounced. Thus, 
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it is apparent that lumping the mass of the mussel ropes together in a small number of aggregated 
elements does not adequately represent the distributed nature of the mussel ropes. There was also 
a slight discrepancy in the low-frequency heave response. Consequently, the 54-rope model was 
used for OrcaFlex validation cases in Chapter VI, Numerical Model Validation. 
  
Figure 27. Effect of aggregating mussel ropes. Heave RAO shows that the 9-rope model predicts a  
OrcaFlex models were constructed for both the surfaced and submerged configurations. 
OrcaFlex component specifications are provided in Table 14.  
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Effective density (kg/m3) 
Pontoon (3) 10 
Surface: 25 
Submerged: 911 
Steel I-beams (5) 6 7850 
Wood beams (18) 1 450 
Aqua 1600 floats (6) 2 86 
Float tethers (14) 4 852 
Tension buoys (4) 2 103 
Tension tethers (4) 16 539 
Equivalent mussel ropes (9) 6 1186 
Dropper weights (9) 1 7880 
Mooring lines (4) 30 539 
Load cells (2) 1 7880 
Mooring chains (4) 37 7880 
Surface chains (4) 5 7880 
Predator net (1) 160 1128 
Clump weights (16) 1 7880 
Massless connector buoys 60 N/A 
Total 1077  
 
As in the Aqua-FETM model of the full-scale system, a steady current of 8.4 cm/s was used 
in the OrcaFlex simulations. This corresponds to a typical free-stream current speed of 14 cm/s 
multiplied by a factor of 0.6 to account for the reduction of flow speed throughout the raft. No 
reduction factor was applied to wave-induced fluid velocities. Current and waves were collinear 
with the mooring axis. The model was evaluated using both regular and irregular waves. 
The regular wave height and random wave spectra applied to the full-scale OrcaFlex 
models duplicated those used in Aqua-FE™. (See Tables 9 and 10 and Figure 20.) However, the 
OrcaFlex software generates wave components for random seas using an equal-energy 
discretization method. Whereas the wave spectra used in Aqua-FE was divided into equally-spaced 
frequency components, the equal energy approach calculates the frequency spacing such that each 
component represents an equal portion of the spectral energy. This method is illustrated in Figure 
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28. This results in better resolution of the spectral peaks and repeat periods that are much longer 
than those obtained using a constant frequency spacing. Autocorrelations of the random sea surface 
elevation showed no repetition of the wave time series for the 280-second simulation length used 
in OrcaFlex.  
 
Figure 28. Equal energy discretization method (Orcina Ltd., 2014). For illustration purposes, the 
Bretschneider spectrum is represented here by only 10 wave components. Actual simulations used 122 
frequency components.  
 The equal energy discretization method can result in wave components at the tail ends of 
the spectrum representing large frequency ranges. To mitigate this phenomenon, a maximum 
allowable frequency range of 0.05 Hz was imposed on the discretization algorithm. Any frequency 
components covering a frequency range greater than the maximum allowed value were subdivided 
until all the wave components satisfied the maximum frequency range condition. As a result, the 
subdivided components no longer had the same energy as the rest of the wave components.  
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OrcaFlex Results for Full-scale Prototype 
 Response Amplitude Operators predicted by OrcaFlex were computed for regular and 
irregular waves. As with the Aqua-FE™ model, single-frequency wave heights (Table 9) were 
limited by steepness (1/60) and restricted to half the diameter of the raft’s pontoons (0.46 m). The 
Bretschneider spectrum had a significant wave height of 0.4 m and a peak period of 2.85 seconds. 
The pink noise spectrum (see Chapter III, Numerical Modeling with Aqua-FE) was band-limited 
to 0.05 Hz and 1 Hz and had a variance of 0.01 m2, equal to that of the Bretschneider spectrum. 
Since the low and high frequency ends of the Bretschneider spectrum have very low energy, results 
were truncated at frequencies where the energy density of the wave spectrum was less than 1/10 
of the peak value. Pink noise spectra have more energy at low frequencies and thus allow for better 
evaluation of the system’s dynamics at long wave periods. RAOs for the surfaced and submerged 
configuration are shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30, respectively. In general, simulations with 
Bretschneider spectra, pink noise, and regular waves all predicted similar behavior.  
 




Figure 29.  Response Amplitude Operators for full-scale prototype in the surfaced configuration 
predicted by OrcaFlex. Discrete data points (o) show regular wave results; lines show results from 
random sea simulations. 




In the surfaced case, heave and pitch RAOs are close to unity at low frequencies and 
generally decrease as frequency increases. The surge RAO shows a strong peak at periods near 5 
 
Figure 30.   Response Amplitude Operators for full-scale prototype in the submerged configuration 
predicted by OrcaFlex. Discrete data points ( ) show regular wave results; lines show results from 
random sea simulations. 
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s. Since there is no hydrodynamic restoring force in the surge direction, this is likely a resonant 
period of the mooring.  
Results for the submerged case indicate a significant reduction in motion across most of 
the frequency range of interest. However, heave and pitch results appear to indicate resonant 
periods near 10 and 12 seconds, respectively. The smaller peak in the heave RAO near 0.3 Hz 
shows that the Rayleigh damping applied to the I-beams did not eliminate their resonant 
oscillation. As discussed in the previous section, the number of aggregated mussel ropes was 
increased to 54 for the validation cases in Chapter VI. Surge RAOs approach unity at low 
frequencies and decrease monotonically without exhibiting the mooring resonance evident in the 
surfaced configuration. This may be due to the decrease in static mooring tension that results from 
submerging the raft.  
OrcaFlex predictions are compared with experimental results for the full-scale prototype 
in Chapter VI, Numerical Model Validation. The performance of the submerged raft is 
quantitatively compared with that of the surfaced raft in Chapter VII, Comparisons of the Surfaced 
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V. FULL-SCALE FIELD EXPERIMENT    
Field Program 
A submersible mussel raft was built by Pemaquid Mussel farms in the summer of 2014 and 
deployed in Frenchman Bay, Maine (Figure 31). A field study of this system measured the motion 
response and mooring line tension response to the observed environmental forcing. Normalized 
Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) were calculated using spectral analysis. This allowed for 
comparisons between the responses of the surfaced and submerged configurations, as well as 
comparisons between numerical model predictions and field test results. A detailed description of 
the prototype is given in Chapter III, Numerical Modeling with Aqua-FE. 
 
Figure 31. Mussel raft in the surfaced configuration lightly loaded with mussel seed collection lines, summer 
2014. The raft is 12.2 m long by 15.2 m wide (40 feet by 49 feet). Two additional buoys were installed before 
the raft was submerged. (Photo courtesy of C. Newell.) 
In October 2014, instrumentation was deployed for three weeks to measure the dynamics 
of the raft in the surfaced configuration. This included a five-beam Acoustic Doppler Current 
Profiler to measure current and waves (at 1 Hz and 2 Hz, respectively); 89 kN (20,000 lb.) capacity 
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load cells (5 Hz) to measure tension in two of the mooring lines; and a six-axis Inertial 
Measurement Unit (10 Hz) to measure motion. All instruments had internal clocks and were 
programmed to record bursts of approximately 20 minutes, once every hour. In December 2014, 
the monitoring equipment was redeployed, and the raft was submerged. The instrumentation was 
recovered in January 2015 for data analysis. Table 15 gives the time of deployment and recovery 
for each instrument in Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). 
Table 15. Deployment and recovery times for field test instrumentation. 
 Surfaced 
 Start time, UTC End time, UTC 
IMU 10/18/2014 16:00 11/12/2014 9:00 
ADCP 10/18/2014 13:31 11/12/2014 12:00 
Load Cells 10/18/2014 16:00 11/12/2014 12:00 
   
 Submerged 
 Start time, UTC End time, UTC 
IMU 12/14/2014 11:00 12/29/2014 18:00 
ADCP 12/13/2014 13:00 1/12/2015 14:00 
Load Cells 12/14/2014 11:00 1/21/2015 17:00 
Deployment Site  
The full-scale raft was deployed in Frenchman Bay, Maine (Figure 32). This site is 
sheltered from the open waters of the Atlantic Ocean but has a fetch of up to seven miles (11.3 km) 
to the east, allowing sizeable waves to develop during strong wind events.  At the raft location, the 
time-averaged depth over the duration of the field experiment was 27.9 m (91.5 feet). The 
minimum and maximum depths, due to tidal variations, were 26.3 and 29.6 m, respectively. 




Figure 32. Field test site in Frenchman Bay, Maine. Inset gives coordinates of raft and shows raft orientation 
relative to true north. Dashed line shows mooring axis. Mooring line numbers in red italics indicate lines with 
load cells.  
 
Instrumentation 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler 
 Waves and currents in the field test were measured with a bottom-mounted, five-beam 500 
kHz Sentinel V Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) made by Teledyne RDI. This 
instrument measures water velocities and surface elevation in a single column of water. It does this 
by broadcasting soundwaves which are reflected by particles in the water column. It uses the 
Doppler Effect and time-of-travel calculations to measure the water speed along the axis of each 
beam. A spatial transformation matrix is computed based on information from the ADCP’s pitch 
and roll heading sensors and the relative angles of the five beams. The water velocity along each 
beam is then transformed into east, north, and vertical components of water velocity at each point 
in the water column (bin) for each sample (ping). The instantaneous surface elevation is derived 
from the backscatter intensity along the narrow vertical beam. The unit also contains a thermistor 
and pressure sensor.  
44° 26' 51.468'' N  
68° 16' 6.312'' W 
Gulf of Maine 
2 
3 
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 The ADCP was placed on seafloor approximately 300 m (1000 feet) ESE of the raft at 
44°26'52.3"N 68°15'52.3"W. The bathymetry was relatively flat between the raft and the ADCP 
location; the change in depth was less than 0.5 m (1.6 feet). The unit was programmed to sample 
for 20 minutes every hour at 2 Hz to enable wave measurements up to 1 Hz. Wave spectra were 
computed from wave measurements using three different methods: 
1. Surface tracking. This method takes the location of a sudden change in backscatter intensity 
measured by the vertical beam to be the location of the free surface. 
2. Velocity measurements. This method transforms velocity measurements in subsurface bins 
to surface elevation using linear wave theory. 
3. Pressure sensor. The wave spectra can be computed from pressure measurements as in 
Bishop & Donelan (1987). 
For this study, the surface tracking method was used because it afforded the greatest 
resolution out of the three methods above. The velocity method was used to determine wave 
direction. 
Motion Package 
The motion of the raft was measured using a package built by engineers from Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) in 2001 for use monitoring a fish cage system (Irish et al., 
2001). This system is built around a Systron Donner inertial measurement unit (IMU) that includes 
three orthogonal linear accelerometers and three orthogonal rate-of-rotation sensors. The data 
acquisition system is based on an onboard PC104 computer and includes a low-pass filter circuit. 
The IMU, data acquisition system, and a battery pack were contained in a watertight aluminum 
canister. This system was rigidly mounted to the center of the raft (Figure 33), nominally located  
at 44° 26' 51.468'' N, 68° 16' 6.312'' W.  




Figure 33. Motion package mounted to center of raft. An external battery pack containing five, 12 V, 12 amp-
hour PowerSonic batteries is also shown.  
 The motion package was programmed to record every hour, on the hour, at 10 Hz for 18 
minutes and 12 seconds (10920 samples). A sample length of approximately 20 minutes is 
generally considered to be the longest permissible sampling time for ocean waves that does not 
violate the assumption of a stationary, ergodic process. The exact record length for the motion 
package was chosen to match the size of the memory blocks in the PC104’s Digital Operating 
System.  
Load Cells 
Two 89 kN (20,000 lb.) capacity load cells were attached to the E and S corners of the raft 
to measure mooring line tensions (see Figure 32 inset and Figure 34). These units were 
manufactured by Sensing Systems of New Bedford, Massachusetts. The self-contained power and 
data acquisition unit was designed by Irish et al. (2001). As with the motion package and ADCP, 
the load cell data acquisition units were programmed to record for 20 minutes every hour with a 
IMU 
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sampling frequency of 5 Hz. The location of the load cells on the raft is shown in Figure 32. 
 
Figure 34. Load cell L3 attached to SE corner of raft.  
Data processing   
Wave and Current Data 
 Surface track time series were processed in Teledyne’s WaveMon software to obtain wave 
spectra. This software adds zeros to the time series until the record length reaches the next larger 
power of two. The resulting spectrum is then multiplied by a factor such that the corrected variance 
matches that of the original time series. The calculated spectra are band averaged to 64 bands 
between 0 and 1 Hz. 
 For the purpose of comparison with the numerical model, current velocities measured with 
the ADCP were averaged from the raft to the bottom of the mussel lines. Velocities were then 
averaged over the entire 20-minute record length. 
Motion Data 
Acceleration and rate-of-rotation time series from the IMU were processed to obtain 
Load cell 
Power and data acquisition unit 
Mount 
Mooring 
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displacement time series, standard deviation, and energy spectra in each degree of freedom. 
Accelerations were integrated twice to obtain linear displacement time series. Rate-of-rotation was 
integrated once to get angular displacements. Due to instrument noise, integrating acceleration 
data to obtain displacement values can produce spuriously large results at low frequencies. To 
reduce this effect, accelerations and rates of rotation recorded by the IMU were filtered using a 
fifth-order high-pass Butterworth filter set at 0.05 Hz (see Parks and Burrus, 1987; Oppenheim 
and Schafer, 1989). The energy spectra were then computed as the power spectral density of the 
displacement time series using a Hanning window and band averaging over 16 adjacent Fourier 
frequencies, as described by, for example, Bendat and Piersol (2010).  
In addition to displacement RAOs, the vertical velocities and acceleration of various 
mussel rope attachment points were computed. These are of particular interest to farmers because 
they correspond to mussel drop-off.  
To compute the motion of various points on the raft, the structure was assumed to be a rigid 
body. Thus, the velocity of any point on the raft separated from the IMU by some vector r is,  
𝑣 = 𝑉 + Ω × 𝑟, 
(10) 
where V is the velocity of the raft’s center of gravity and Ω is the raft’s angular velocity. Since the 
angular velocity is a direct measurement, it was smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter, which uses 
a local least-squares polynomial fit to smooth data while maintaining the shape and height of time 
series peaks (Savitzky and Golay, 1964). In this application, a 3rd-order polynomial and a 0.7 s 
window was used. Importantly, this filter does not introduce any phase lag.  
The spectral energy density (in units of [m/s]2/Hz) of the velocity time series was then 
computed for the raft’s center of gravity and the fore-most and aft-most mussel rope attachment 
points along the raft’s centerline, as shown in Figure 35. Normalizing this energy spectrum by the 
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wave energy spectrum yields a vertical velocity RAO with units of (m/s)/m.  
 
Figure 35. Mussel rope attachment points used to compute vertical velocities and accelerations. 
Since the IMU does not directly measure angular acceleration, the vertical acceleration 
RAO at each radian frequency, ωi, was taken to be 
𝑅𝐴𝑂𝐴𝑖 = 𝑅𝐴𝑂𝑉𝑖𝜔𝑖, 
(11) 
where RAOVi is the value of the vertical velocity RAO at each frequency. This method is equivalent 
to obtaining the acceleration time series by differentiating velocity with respect to time, without 
the additional noise associated with numerical differentiation.  
Since instantaneous wave elevation in random seas is a Gaussian-distributed variable, the 
response of the raft was assumed to be approximately Gaussian. Consequently, the spectral energy 
follows a chi-squared distribution. Since RAOs are ratios of two chi-squared variables, they follow 
an F distribution (Bendat and Piersol, 2010). Thus, 95% confidence intervals for reported spectra 
and RAOs are based on chi-squared and F distributions, respectively. 
Tension Data 
 For each 20-minute sample, mean values and standard deviations of each load cell time 
series were computed. Spectral energy densities were computed using the same method that was 
applied to the displacement time series from the IMU. 
CG Fore Aft r=[6, 0, 0]  r=[-6, 0, 0]  x
y 
z
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Field Data Results   
Wave and Current Data 
 During each deployment, at least one storm event was captured. In the surface deployment, 
the maximum significant wave height exceeded 0.5 m, as shown in Figure 36. During the 
submerged deployment, the maximum significant wave height was over 0.3 m (Figure 37). Thus, 
both configurations experienced sufficient wave forcing for an analysis of the system’s dynamics. 
 
Figure 36. Significant wave heights during surface deployment. 
Storm events 




Figure 37. Significant wave heights during submerged deployment. 
Current speeds at the site regularly reached peaks of 15 cm/s and higher (Figure 38). 
Currents are generally tidally driven but were also influenced by storms. For example, Figure 39 
shows a maximum current of 10 cm/s higher than typical during the December 17 storm event. 
 
Figure 38. Depth-averaged current speed during surfaced deployment. 
 
Date 
Storm events Storm vents 




Figure 39. Depth-averaged current speed during submerged deployment. 
Current directionality was analyzed using a bin-averaging method. Twenty-minute 
averaged measurements of current direction were sorted into 36 bins, from 0 to 360 degrees.  The 
probability count for each bin was then weighted by the average current speed for that bin. The 
resulting “current rose” is shown in Figure 40. From this plot it is evident that the flood tides (water 
flowing in the WNW direction) are generally stronger and less scattered than the ebb tides. It is 
also apparent that the mooring axis of the raft is about 15 degrees out of line with the dominant 
current direction. 
Storm-driven currents 




Figure 40. Probability of current direction, weighted by current magnitude. Zero degrees corresponds to true 
north. The orientation of the raft is shown as a black square. Radial scale is current magnitude in m/s. 
Mooring line numbers in red italics indicate lines with load cells. 
The resolution of the ADCP was found by averaging all measured wave energy spectra. 
The resulting spectrum (Figure 41) indicates that the minimum wave energy which the unit can 












Figure 41. Averaged wave energy spectrum from ADCP. Noise floor is taken to be the top of the 95% 
confidence intervals around the high-frequency threshold, about 10-4 m2/Hz.  
 
 To identify the frequency range associated with the highest energy, a composite wave 
spectrum was generated. For each frequency between 0 and 1 seconds, the average of the highest 
1/10th of all measured spectral energy values was computed. The resulting spectrum (Figure 42) 
shows that range of frequencies corresponding to the highest wave energy is between 0.2 and 0.5 
Hz (wave periods of 5 and 2 seconds). 




Figure 42. Average of 1/10th highest measured values of wave spectral energy density as a function of 
frequency. Dashed lines mark the frequency band that that includes the highest storm wave energy. 
Motion Data 
 Figures 43 and 44 show the standard deviations of raft motion in each translational degree 
of freedom during the surfaced and submerged deployments, based on 20-minute samples. In the 
surfaced configuration, standard deviations in each degree of freedom are generally of the same 
order. When the raft is submerged, however, the standard deviation of heave motion is greatly 
reduced. 




Figure 43. Standard deviation of surge, sway, and heave displacement for 20-minute samples during surface 
deployment. 
  
Figure 44. Standard deviation of surge, sway, and heave displacement for 20-minute samples during 
submerged deployment. 
 The accuracy of the IMU was found by computing the spectral energy density from a 
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the maximum error of 5.5E-5 m2/Hz occurs at 0.07 Hz. The 0.05 Hz Butterworth filter begins to 
affect the spectra at 0.087 Hz, so this was chosen as the low-frequency cutoff for spectral results. 
 
Figure 45. Spectral densities derived from stationary IMU. Maximum error is 5.5E-5 m2/Hz at 0.07 Hz.  
 Raft motion spectra computed from individual 20-minute samples tend to show high levels 
of noise. To increase confidence, results from several samples with similar forcing conditions were 
averaged together. Table 16 gives the conditions used to select samples. Resulting RAOs for the 
surfaced and submerged case are shown in Figures 46 and 47, respectively. 
Table 16. Conditions for inclusion in spectral and RAO calculations 
 Minimum Maximum 
Wave Direction (bearing from true north) 96 deg.  141 deg. 
Significant Wave Height 0.1 m N/A 
Current Direction (bearing from true north) 96 deg.  141 deg. 




 Figure 46. Displacement RAOs from surfaced raft field experiment. Error bars show 95% confidence 
intervals. Results are averaged from 5 unique samples that met the forcing conditions in Table 16. 




Figure 47. Displacement RAOs from submerged raft field experiment. Error bars show 95% confidence 
intervals. Results are averaged from 13 unique samples that met the forcing conditions in Table 16. 
At wave periods below eight seconds, the submerged raft exhibits significantly less motion 
than the surfaced raft. Further comparisons are made in Chapter VII, Comparisons of the Surfaced 
and Submerged Rafts. 
Velocity RAOs for the surfaced and submerged configurations are given in Figures 48 and 
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49, respectively. Acceleration RAOs for the surfaced and submerged configurations are given in 
Figures 50 and 51, respectively. 
 
Figure 48. RAO of vertical velocity of three mussel raft attachment points for the surfaced configuration. 
Period, s 




Figure 49. RAO of vertical velocity of three mussel raft attachment points for the submerged configuration. 
 
 
Figure 50. RAO of vertical acceleration of three mussel raft attachment points for the surfaced configuration. 
Period, s 
Period, s 




Figure 51. RAO of vertical acceleration of three mussel raft attachment points for the submerged 
configuration. 
Figures 48–51 show that the vertical velocities and accelerations experienced by the mussel 
rope attachment points are far more sensitive to high frequencies than to low frequencies. It is also 
apparent that the mussel ropes at the fore and aft extremes of the raft experience higher vertical 
velocities and accelerations than those at the middle. Both the velocity and acceleration RAOs are 
dramatically reduced in the submerged configuration. Further comparisons are made in Chapter 
VII, Comparisons of the Surfaced and Submerged Rafts. 
Tension Data  
 The load cell recorders failed partially during the surface deployment, likely as a result of 
their memory cards coming loose. Unit L2 (east corner of the raft; see Figure 40) recorded no 
useable data, and unit L3 (south corner of the raft) only logged data from 11/1/15–11/12/15. This 
problem was fixed before the units were redeployed for the submerged test. Figures 52 and 53 
Period, s 
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show the mean and standard deviation of each 20-minute record of mooring line tension for the 
surfaced and submerged cases, respectively. 
 
Figure 52. Mean and standard deviation of tension in mooring line 3 during surface deployment. Statistics are 
for 20-minute samples. 
 
 
Figure 53. Mean and standard deviation of tension in mooring lines 2 and 3 during submerged deployment. 
Statistics are for 20-minute samples. 
 
During the surface deployment, the load cell on the southward mooring line (corner 3) 
recorded mean tensions between 275 – 485 N (62.5 – 110.2 lb.). Before the raft was submerged, 
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the anchors were reset to increase static tension on all four mooring lines. However, Figure 53 
shows a drop in mean tension in mooring line 3 shortly after it was retensioned. This may indicate 
anchor slip during the December 17 storm. It was noted that increasing the static mooring line 
tension during the submerged deployment resulted in tensions being more responsive to tidal 
currents.  
Spectral energy densities of the mooring line tension time series were computed for the 
submerged case. Figure 54 shows the averaged spectral densities for all cases meeting the 
conditions in Table 16. Normalizing the tension spectra by the wave amplitude spectra yields 
RAOs for mooring line tension which are shown in Figure 55. The increase of the tension RAO 
with frequency is approximately quadratic. This implies that non-linear drag on the raft is 
significant.  
 
Figure 54. Auto-spectral density of mooring line tension measurements for mooring lines 2 and 3 for 
submerged case.  




Figure 55. Response Amplitude Operators of mooring line tension for submerged case. 
Mussel Raft Drag 
 For design purposes, and to provide validation data for simulations of the raft in steady 
flow, the total drag on the submerged mussel raft in steady current was estimated. Data points were 
included only if they met all of the following conditions:  
 Current direction (averaged over the depth from the bottom of the mussel ropes up to 
the raft) was within 5 degrees of the mooring axis. 
 Significant Wave Height was below 10 cm. 
 Date was after 26-Dec-2014, to allow for creep in mooring line loads after re-
tensioning (see Figure 56). 
 
Figure 56. Mean tension in mooring lines. Symbols ‘*’,’+’,’.’  and  ‘o’ denote samples which meet the 
requirements listed above.  
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The samples which met all of the requirements were included in this analysis. The 
individual mooring line tensions for these cases are plotted as a function of current magnitude in 
Figure 57. 
 
Figure 57. Tension in each mooring line as a function of vertically averaged current magnitude. Positive 
current magnitudes correspond to a flooding tide (current heading WNW). 
To calculate the total horizontal drag on the raft system (excluding drag on mooring 
components), the decreased tensions in the leeward side mooring lines (lines 4 and 1) were 
considered. For the following static analysis, it was assumed that the angle between the mooring 
lines and the horizontal plane was zero and that the angle between each line and the plane of 
symmetry was a constant 15 degrees. Figure 58 is a free-body diagram for this 2-dimensional 
approximation. 




Figure 58. 2-D free-body diagram of raft. Measured tensions are shown in red.  
By considering the symmetry of Figure 58 and summing forces both parallel and perpendicular to 
the mooring axis (the x-axis in Figure 58), it is apparent that T1=T3 and T4=T2 when D=0. Thus 
it is reasonable to assume that during a flooding tide (current heading WNW), the tensions in lines 
1 and 4 exhibit the same behavior as exhibited by lines 3 and 2, respectively, during the ebbing 
tide (corresponding to negative current magnitudes in Figure 57). Under these assumptions the 
total horizontal drag on the raft, mussel lines may be computed. Equilibrium in the x-direction,  
 Σ𝐹𝑥 = 0, (12) 
yields 
 D(𝑢) − cos(15°) (𝑇2(𝑢) + 𝑇3(𝑢) − 𝑇4(𝑢) − 𝑇1(𝑢)) = 0. (13) 
Taking velocities in the negative x-direction to be 𝑢 = 0.078 m/s,   
 𝐷(𝑢 = 0.078) = cos(15°) (𝑇2(0.078) + 𝑇3(0.078) − 𝑇4(−0.078) − 𝑇1(−0.078)). (14) 
Evaluating terms using values from Figure 57,  
𝐷(𝑢 = 0.078) = cos(15°) (307.3 lbf + 187.2 lbf − 232.2 lbf − 88.0 lbf),  
results in D = 168 lbf. (749 N) for u=0.078 m/s. This result can be used to check numerical models 
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VI. NUMERICAL MODEL VALIDATION 
Overview 
The validity of the Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models was assessed. First, simulations of the 
1/10 scale model were compared to results from the physical model in the wave tank experiments. 
Then, numerical models of the full-scale prototype were compared with results from the field 
experiment. Both qualitative trends and quantitative metrics are presented.  
Validation with Physical Scale Model 
Validation with Wave Tank Data 
 Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models of the 1/10 physical scale model wave tank tests were 
compared with the heave, pitch, and surge motions observed in the wave tank (described in Chapter 
II, Physical Modeling). During wave tank experiments at low wave frequencies, a partial standing 
wave developed due to reflection by the wave absorber. To avoid errors introduced by this standing 
wave, validation of the numerical models used only frequencies for which the wave absorber has 
a reflection coefficient less than 0.1. This is the threshold suggested by Washburn (1992). For the 
UNH wave tank, this corresponds to wave periods less than 2 seconds.  Response Amplitude 
Operators were compared for the raft at the surface without mussel ropes (Figure 59), at the surface 
with four consolidated mussel ropes (Figure 60), submerged with four ropes and all pontoons 
flooded (Figure 61), and submerged with nine ropes and only the two outer pontoons flooded 
(Figure 62).  





Figure 59. RAOs for the 1/10 scale mussel raft at the surface with no mussel ropes. Results from tank tests, 
Aqua-FE, and OrcaFlex are shown. 
 





Figure 60. RAOs for the 1/10 scale mussel raft at the surface with four mussel ropes. Results from tank 
tests, Aqua-FE, and OrcaFlex are shown. 
 





Figure 61. RAOs for the 1/10 scale mussel raft submerged with four mussel ropes. Results from tank tests, 
Aqua-FE, and OrcaFlex are shown. 
 





Figure 62. RAOs for the 1/10 scale mussel raft submerged with nine mussel ropes. Results from tank tests, 
Aqua-FE, and OrcaFlex are shown. 
In general, numerical model predictions of heave, pitch, and surge motion replicated 
response magnitudes and frequency dependent trends observed in the wave tank. To provide a 
quantitative comparison, the model skill was computed for each case according to 𝑆 = 1 − (𝑛𝑅𝑀𝑆)2, 
where nRMS is the root mean square error between observations and model results normalized by 
root mean square of the observations. The results of the skill calculations are provided in Table 17. 
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Table 17. Skill of numerical models based on wave tank results 
  Surfaced, No ropes       Surfaced, 4 ropes 
  Heave Pitch Surge      Heave Pitch Surge 
Aqua-FE 0.99 0.99 0.93    Aqua-FE 0.94 0.94 0.96 
OrcaFlex 0.98 0.97 0.98    OrcaFlex 0.98 0.97 0.99 
                    
             
  Submerged, 4 ropes     Submerged, 9 ropes 
  Heave Pitch Surge      Heave Pitch Surge 
Aqua-FE 1.00 1.00 0.97    Aqua-FE 1.00 1.00 0.97 
OrcaFlex 0.97 0.83 0.94     OrcaFlex 0.99 0.90 0.95 
 
 For the surfaced configuration with and without mussel ropes, the agreement of both 
numerical models with experimental results is excellent. The OrcaFlex model performs slightly 
better than the Aqua-FE™ model in surge predictions. Aqua-FE™ animations and tank test video 
indicated that at low frequencies, the Aqua-FE™ mooring system was taut thereby snubbing horizontal 
motion, while in the tank, the mooring was slack. This was attributed to Aqua-FE™ overestimating 
wave fluid velocity drag, as discussed in Chapter III, Numerical Modeling with Aqua-FE.  
Validation with Tow Tank Data 
The drag coefficients derived from the tow tests and the Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models of 
the 1/10 raft in steady current are shown in Figure 63. For comparison, experimental drag 
coefficients for a slender cylinder with no free surface, as reported by Hoerner (1965), are also 
provided.  




Figure 63. Drag coefficients of pontoons as a function of Reynolds number. Values for the physical mussel raft 
(O) were significantly less than experimental results for a slender cylinder in the absence of a free surface 
(Hoerner, 1965). Total drag coefficients derived from Aqua-FE (x) results reflect an over-estimation of 
submerged projected area. OrcaFlex results (◊) correspond to the drag coefficient specified in the model.  
 
The resulting coefficients of drag for the Aqua-FE™ case are 50% – 86% greater than the 
values specified for a fully submerged slender cylinder. This reflects the fact that the truss structure 
representing the pontoons in Aqua-FE™, while matching the total volume and mass of the 
pontoons, overestimates the projected area of the pontoons, leading to higher drag forces.  
The drag coefficients from the OrcaFlex simulations were as expected. The results equal 
the drag coefficient specified in the model. 
The total drag coefficients measured in the tow tank experiment were 32% to 42% of the 
values for a fully submerged slender cylinder in undisturbed flow. The wake of the upstream 
pontoons decreases the drag on the downstream pontoons. Therefore, assuming undisturbed 
incident flow will result in overly large predictions of drag. Furthermore, the use of Morison’s 
equation implies a fully-submerged slender cylinder in an infinite fluid. Applying it at the surface 
introduces further sources of uncertainty. For example, the measured drag coefficient increases 
with towing velocity. This likely corresponds to the unsteady bow wave observed during the 
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The tow tank experiments provide qualitative insights on the validity of the assumptions 
implicit in the Morison equation formulation. However, the tow-tank results cannot be applied 
directly to models of the full-scale system. When the raft is subjected to waves and current, drag 
on the pontoons depends on Froude number, Reynolds number, and Keulegan–Carpenter number. 
Froude scaling necessarily satisfies Keulegan–Carpenter scaling. However, for any length ratio, λ, 
between the full-scale prototype and the scale model, the Reynolds number at the prototype scale 
is λ3/2 times larger than at the model scale. Thus, Reynolds number dependent effects observed in 
the physical model cannot be scaled quantitatively to the full-scale raft.  
Validation with Full-scale Field Data 
 Comparisons were made between the numerical models of the full-scale raft system and 
observations from the field experiment, as described in Chapter V. RAOs from the experiments 
were averaged from several 20-minute observations which satisfied the conditions in Table 16 
(wave and current direction within 22.5 degrees of the mooring axis and significant wave height 
greater than 0.1 m). The wave and current forcing applied to the numerical models (Table 18) were 
averages from the observations which satisfied the above conditions. Figure 64 demonstrates the 
convention used for wave and current direction with values from the submerged case. The wave 
spectra applied to the surfaced and submerged configurations are shown in Figure 65.  
















m   Field* Models* 
Surfaced 10.2 6.1 -11.9 2 3.1 0.40 
Submerged 12.2 7.3 11.7 7 2.3 0.12 
*Current magnitude applied to numerical models was 60% of field values to account for velocity shadowing. See 
Chapter III, Numerical Modeling with Aqua-FE. 




Figure 64. Schematic showing average current (—) and wave (- -) direction relative to mooring axix (—  —) 
for the submerged case. The orientation of the raft is shown as a black square. Radial scale is for current 
magnitude in m/s and significant wave height in meters. Mooring line numbers in red italics indicate lines 











Figure 65. Wave spectra applied to numerical models for validation study. Spectra were averages from field 
observations used to compute RAOs for the surfaced and submerged deployments. 
 
RAOs from the numerical models are compared with field results for the surfaced and 
submerged configurations in Figure 66 and Figure 68, respectively. Model skill was calculated 
using the same definition as in the wave tank comparisons, and results are presented in Table 19. 




Figure 66. Comparison between field experiment observations, Aqua-FE model, and OrcaFlex model RAOs 
for the RAOs for the raft in the surfaced configuration. 
Aqua-FE™ RAO goes to 3.3 




Figure 67. Comparison between field experiment, Aqua-FE model, and OrcaFlex model RAOs for the RAOs 
for the raft in the submerged configuration. 
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Table 19. Skill of numerical models based on full-scale field experiments 
  Surfaced       Submerged 
  Heave Pitch Surge      Heave Pitch Surge 
Aqua-FE 0.88 0.87 0.16    Aqua-FE 0.94 0.10 0.81 
OrcaFlex 0.94 0.99 0.91    OrcaFlex 0.78 0.89 0.81 
                    
 
 In general, numerical model predictions of heave, pitch, and surge motion replicated 
response magnitudes and frequency dependent trends observed in the full-scale field experiment. 
Where large discrepancies were observed between the model and experimental data, it was mostly 
at high or low frequencies where both the wave and response amplitudes are small. For design 
purposes, the most important frequencies are those associated with high levels of wave energy. As 
shown in Figure 42, this range is between 0.2 and 0.5 Hz (5 and 2 seconds) for the semi-exposed 
site in which the raft prototype was tested. To assess the models’ validities, a “band-limited skill” 
was defined as the skill of the models in this frequency range. Results are provided in Table 20. 
Table 20. Band-limited skill of numerical models based on full-scale field experiments for frequencies 
between 0.2 and 0.5 Hz 
  Surfaced       Submerged 
  Heave Pitch Surge      Heave Pitch Surge 
Aqua-FE 0.87 0.99 0.95    Aqua-FE 1.00 1.00 0.93 
OrcaFlex 0.93 0.99 0.95    OrcaFlex 1.00 0.99 0.90 
                    
 
For the surfaced configuration, the Aqua-FE™ model over-predicted heave response at 
high frequencies. It also over-predicted low-frequency pitch and surge motions. OrcaFlex 
predictions of RAOs for the surfaced configuration showed excellent agreement with field results, 
except for over-predicting heave motion at very high frequencies.  
 The fact that both models over-predicted heave response at high frequencies highlights the 
limited applicability of the Morison equation formulation for structures on the free surface. 
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Morison’s equation assumes a fully submerged cylinder whose diameter is small relative to the 
wavelength. Furthermore, the formulations used in both Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex assume that the 
incident wave field is undisturbed by the raft. The validity of this assumption decreases as the 
wavelength decreases, and is especially invalid when the wavelengths are shorter than the length 
of the raft. Furthermore, the overly large predictions of heave may indicate that the vertical drag 
on the raft system is lower than in reality.  
 For the submerged configuration, both the Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models accurately 
predicted very small response amplitudes at wave periods below 6 seconds. The OrcaFlex model, 
however, over-predicts surge response for periods above 3 seconds. There is also some discrepancy 
between the numerical models and the field results at very low frequencies (below 0.15 Hz).  
However, the motion amplitudes at these frequencies are extremely small. (OrcaFlex predictions 
of root-mean-square heave for the submerged validation case was 0.02 m.) The causes of these 
discrepancies are investigated in Chapter VII, Comparisons of the Surfaced and Submerged Rafts. 
For wave periods between 5 and 2 seconds, both the Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models agree 
closely with field results.  
 Besides general motion response, predictions of vertical velocities and accelerations of the 
mussel rope attachment points were compared to field data. These are of interest since high 
velocities and accelerations can interrupt feeding and lead to mussel drop-off. Velocities and 
accelerations at the locations of the fore-most and aft-most mussel ropes were computed as 
described in Chapter V, Full-Scale Field Experiment. The aft-most point was observed in the field 
experiment to exhibit slightly more motion than the fore-most point, so it was used for comparison. 
Root-mean-square vertical velocities and accelerations are given in Table 21. 
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Table 21. Vertical velocities and accelerations of aft-most mussel rope attachment point 
  Surfaced 
  
Field Experiment  
(limited to Table 16 conditions) 
Aqua-FE OrcaFlex 
RMS velocity, m/s 0.086 0.210 0.183 
Percent Error  143% 112% 
     
RMS accelerations, m/s2 0.176 0.523 0.479 
Percent Error  197% 173% 
     
  Submerged 
  Field Experiment Aqua-FE OrcaFlex 
RMS velocity, m/s 0.009 0.014 0.015 
Percent Error  53% 64% 
      
RMS accelerations, m/s2 0.013 0.029 0.015 
Percent Error  125% 16% 
        
 
 Both the Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models over-predicted the velocities and accelerations 
of the mussel rope attachment points. This is due to their over-prediction of heave response at high 
frequencies. In general, the OrcaFlex model performed slightly better than the Aqua-FE™ model. 
However, both models reflected the dramatic decrease in RMS velocities and accelerations in the 
submerged configuration.  
 Finally, numerical model predictions of mooring tension were compared with field 
measurements. Since tension data was only successfully recorded in the submerged experiment, 
those results were used for model validation. In the absence of exact information on the anchor 
locations, anchor positions in the numerical models were adjusted until the pretension with no 
waves or current was similar to the pretension observed in the field experiment on the fore mooring 
lines. As shown in Table 22, however, the numerical models were not able to exactly replicate the 
observed pretension.  




 Table 22. Observed and predicted mooring line tensions for the submerged mussel raft 
  Static Pretension, N Mean Tension, N Standard deviation, N 
  Line 2 Line 3 Line 2 Line 3 Line 2 Line 3 
Field Experiment 1291 559 1450 678 38 33 
Aqua-FE 1213 1050 3394 2277 141 143 
OrcaFlex 1193 842 1920 2220 84 99 
       
 Both the Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models predicted mooring line tensions that were larger 
than those observed in the field experiment. Some over-prediction was expected, since neither 
numerical model accounts for the reduction of wave forcing throughout the raft. Furthermore, the 
representation of the pontoons as a series of smaller cylinders in the Aqua-FE™ model leads to an 
over-estimation of the projected area used to calculate drag. As a result, mooring tensions from 
Aqua-FE™ are much higher than those from OrcaFlex, which are larger than those observed in 
the field experiment. 
Since neither the tensions in the aft mooring lines nor the exact positions of the anchors 
were measured during the experiment, it is difficult to determine whether the large discrepancies 
between the numerical models and the field observations is due solely to the weaknesses in the 
model or whether uncertainties about the exact mooring layout and pretension have a large effect 
on the results. However, since the numerical models yielded conservative mooring force 
predictions, they can still be valuable for design purposes.   
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VII. COMPARISONS OF THE SURFACED AND SUBMERGED RAFTS 
Overview 
 The performance of the submerged raft was compared to the behavior of the surfaced raft 
using the raft response measured in the full-scale field experiment normalized by wave forcing. 
Comparisons between the configurations were based on displacement RAOs and the vertical 
velocities and accelerations of the mussel rope attachment points. Numerical models of rafts 
having various submergence depths were then analyzed to compare their response to two different 
representative storm conditions. This investigation shed light on the underlying physics of the 
submersible raft system. 
Comparison of the Surfaced and Submerged Prototype Configurations 
 The heave, pitch, and surge Response Amplitude Operators were calculated for both the 
surfaced and submerged field experiments, as described in Chapter V, Full-Scale Field 
Experiment. The results are compared in Figure 68.  




Figure 68. RAO comparison between surfaced and submerged raft using full-scale field results.  
The submerged raft exhibits significantly less motion than the surfaced configuration, 
particularly for wave periods between 7 and 3 seconds. This is important for applications in semi-
exposed sites, since the majority of wave energy is associated with periods below 7 seconds.  
The surfaced and submerged configurations were also compared on the basis of vertical 
velocities and accelerations of mussel rope attachment points. These are important performance 
metrics for the raft, since high velocities and accelerations can interrupt feeding and lead to mussel 
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drop-off. The aft-most mussel rope attachment point on the raft centerline (Figure 35) was selected 
for comparison because it exhibited slightly more vertical motion than the fore-most mussel ropes.  
Figure 69 shows the vertical velocity normalized by wave amplitude as a function of frequency.  
Figure 70 shows the frequency-dependent vertical accelerations using the same normalization. 
 









Figure 70. Dimensional RAO of vertical acceleration of aft-most mussel raft attachment point for the surfaced 
and submerged configurations. 
Figures 69 and 70 show that submerging the raft dramatically decreases the vertical 
velocities and accelerations of the mussel rope attachment points. The improvement is particularly 
pronounced at high frequencies.  
Anecdotal evidence of the benefit of the submerged raft’s reduced velocities and 
accelerations was observed in the prototype raft deployment. Pemaquid Mussel Farms reported 
that the harvest from the submerged raft was approximately 300% of typical harvests from surface 
rafts (300 pounds/rope versus 100 pounds per rope). This was attributed to the reduced velocities 
and accelerations reducing mussel fall-off and allowing mussels to orient themselves for optimal 
feeding (Newell, 2016). 
Period, s 
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The Effect of Submergence Depth on Raft Performance 
To further investigate the effect of submergence on raft performance, numerical models 
were built such that the distance from the mean free surface to the pontoons’ central axes ranged 
from 0 m (the surfaced configuration) to 10 m. For the surfaced case, all three pontoons were 
empty and the floats were rigidly attached to the deck. For the submerged cases (Figure 71), the 
outer pontoons were flooded and the central pontoon was 2/3 flooded, as in the field experiment. 
Mussel ropes had a diameter of 10 cm, as in the submerged field experiment. Submergence depth 
was varied by changing the length of the float tethers. To ensure that the tethers in each model had 
the same relationship between tension and displacement, the effective spring constant of the 
tethers, K was kept constant. Assuming linear mechanics and that the tethers are always under 
tension, this relationship can be expressed as 𝐾 = 𝑇/𝛿 = 𝐴𝐸/𝐿. Here T is tension; δ is the 
displacement of one end of the line with respect to the other; A is the line’s cross-sectional area; 
and L is the line length. Thus, the overall elastic behavior of the tethers was kept the same between 
cases by increasing the tethers’ modulus of elasticity, E, in proportion to tether length. To limit 
changes in the mooring behavior due to varying submergence depths, the length the tension buoy 
tethers was lengthened (or shortened) by half the change in float tether length for each 
configuration. This reduced the change in the angle of the mooring line at the raft connection point 
while also limiting the change in mooring tension due to the varying tension tether lengths. 
OrcaFlex was used for these comparisons because its model skills, calculated in Chapter VI, 
Numerical Model Validation, were generally higher than those of the Aqua-FE™ model for the 
full-scale prototype experiment. 




Figure 71. OrcaFlex model of the mussel raft configuration with a submergence depth of 1.7 m. This is the 
minimum submergence depth practically obtainable, as it corresponds to float tethers are 0.05 m long. 
Two wave environments were applied to the models. The first used wave measurements 
from the Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) during a storm on January 4th, 2015. (This 
was before the ADCP was retrieved following the submerged field experiment, but after the Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU) had stopped recording.) The Significant Wave Height (SWH) was 0.5 
m, and the peak period, Tpk, was 3.1 seconds. The second wave environment was a Bretschneider 
spectrum with a Significant Wave Height of 0.5 m and a peak period of 5.0 seconds. A 12 cm/s 
current was simulated (applied in the model as (0.6)(12 cm/s) = 7.3 cm/s to account for the 
reduction of current speed by the raft, mussel ropes, and net). Wave and current direction were 
collinear with the mooring axis.  
The performance of the rafts was compared based on the root-mean-square of vertical 
displacement, velocity, and acceleration at the aft-most mussel rope attachment point along the raft 
centerline. Results as a function of submergence depth for the storm with a peak period of 3.1 
seconds are plotted in Figure 72; numeric values are provided in Table 23. Results for the storm 
with a peak period of 5.0 seconds are presented in Figure 73 and Table 24.  
Submergence depth 
Tension buoy tethers 
Float tethers 




Figure 72. RMS vertical displacement (η3), velocity, and acceleration of the aft-most mussel rope attachment 
point for rafts with various mean submergence depths in a storm with SWH=0.5 m and Tpk=3.1 s. For 
comparison, the dotted line shows the exponential decay of RMS vertical fluid particle displacement 
amplitudes (ξ).  
 
Table 23. RMS vertical displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the aft-most mussel rope attachment 







acceleration, m/s2   
0 0.141 0.259 0.500 
 As built, 
surfaced 
1.7 0.054 0.103 0.208   
Compared to surfaced 38% 40% 42%  
4.14 0.051 0.045 0.081  As built, 
submerged Compared to surfaced 36% 17% 16% 
6.14 0.031 0.024 0.051   
Compared to surfaced 22% 9% 10%  
10.14 0.020 0.025 0.058   









Figure 73. RMS vertical displacement (η3), velocity, and acceleration of the aft-most mussel rope attachment 
point for rafts with various mean submergence depths in a storm with SWH=0.5 m and Tpk=5.0 s. For 
comparison, the dotted line shows the exponential decay of RMS vertical fluid particle displacement 
amplitudes (ξ).  
 
Table 24. RMS vertical displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the aft-most mussel rope attachment 







acceleration, m/s2   
0 0.153 0.235 0.401 
Prototype, 
surfaced 
1.7 0.045 0.067 0.115   
Compared to surfaced 29% 29% 29%  
4.14 0.038 0.034 0.049  Prototype, 
submerged Compared to surfaced 25% 15% 12% 
6.14 0.038 0.030 0.033   
Compared to surfaced 25% 13% 8%  
10.14 0.046 0.045 0.052   
Compared to surfaced 30% 19% 13%  
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meters), the vertical motions decrease dramatically.  Furthermore, the reduction in vertical motion 
is greater than the decrease in fluid particle vertical displacement amplitudes at the same depth. In 
the storm with a peak period of 5.0 seconds, the raft motion is practically independent of 
submergence depth. In the storm with a peak period of 3.1 seconds, the raft motion decreases with 
increasing submergence depth. However, the rate at which raft motion decreases with submergence 
depth is much slower than the rate at which wave-induced fluid particle motion decreases.  
It should be noted that the reduced RMS motions reported in Tables 23 and 24 are for points 
on the raft structure. The surface floats, in comparison, were observed in the numerical models to 
experience significant motion. Prototype designs should account for this when, for example, the 
connections between the surface floats and their tethers are specified. 
The results from the various submerged raft configurations indicate that the RMS motions 
of the submerged raft are not proportional to fluid vertical velocities. For an explanation of the 
raft’s behavior, the natural periods of the raft were examined.  
Natural Frequencies of the Surfaced and Submerged Rafts 
Undamped natural frequencies of heave oscillations, ωn, were estimated analytically for the 
surfaced and submerged case according to 𝜔𝑛 = √
𝐾
𝑀𝑉
. Here MV is the virtual mass, equal to the 
mass plus added mass in heave. K is the hydrostatic stiffness, given by 𝐾 = 𝜌𝑔𝐴, where 𝜌 is water 
density and 𝑔 is the gravitational constant. For the surfaced raft, A is the waterplane area of the 
pontoons. In the submerged configuration, it is the total cross-sectional area of the floats. This 
approximation of the heave natural frequency assumes the system moves rigidly in heave. The 
pontoons, beams, mussel ropes, and floats were included in the calculation, using the mass and 
added mass values used in the numerical models. The mooring components and predator net were 
excluded. The heave natural frequency was calculated for the raft as tested in the surfaced 
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configuration, as tested in the submerged configuration, and the case in which a surfaced raft had 
the same mussel mass as was present during the submerged experiment. Results from these 
calculations of the undamped heave natural frequency are given in Table 25, along with results 
from the analysis of the damped natural frequencies as described below.  
The damped natural frequencies of the surfaced and submerged raft configurations were 
analyzed using free-decay simulations in OrcaFlex. For each degree of freedom investigated 
(heave, pitch, and surge) an initial perturbation was applied and then the free response of the model 
(with no current or waves) was observed. Damped natural periods were taken as the number of 
oscillations in a given range of time divided by that time interval. For example, Figure 74 shows 
22 complete heave oscillations in a 78 second interval for the surfaced raft with 10 cm mussel 
ropes. In some cases, particularly in surge, the response was highly nonlinear, as shown in Figure 
75. In animations of the surge results, the swinging of the mussel ropes and predator net was seen 
affecting the raft’s response to the initial perturbation.  
 
Figure 74. Free-decay response of the surfaced raft in heave using OrcaFlex model with a mussel rope 
diameter of 10 cm.  
OrcaFlex 9.7a: MR_Heave.sim (modified 2:10 PM on 8/9/2016 by OrcaFlex 9.7a)


















































Figure 75. Free-decay response of the surfaced raft in surge using OrcaFlex model with a mussel rope 
diameter of 10 cm. The natural period was taken to be the average time between local maxima. 
Table 25 provides the analytical estimates of the undamped heave natural period along with 
the damped natural periods in heave, pitch, and surge from the free-decay tests in OrcaFlex. The 
results for the two surfaced scenarios show the effect of mussel rope diameter on the raft’s heave 
and pitch natural periods. The change in heave natural period of the surfaced raft from 1.5 seconds 
to 3.0 seconds is due primarily to the increase in the virtual mass of the mussel ropes, which is the 
mass of the mussels plus the inertia of the water within the diameter of mussel lines. The 
waterplane area of the raft is reduced slightly as the draft of the pontoons increases. 
Table 25. Natural periods of heave motion for submersible raft configurations 
Configuration Surfaced Surfaced Submerged 
Mussel  rope diameter, cm 1.2 10 10 
Waterplane area, m2 33.7 30.3 6.8 
    
Analytical Estimates    
Virtual mass in heave, kg 18,673 69,166 105,891 
Natural frequency, rad./s 4.3 2.10 0.80 
Undamped heave natural period, s 1.5 3.0 7.8 
    
OrcaFlex Free-decay Tests    
Damped heave natural period, s 1.5 3.5 8.4 
Damped pitch natural period, s 1.4 2.7 10.5 
Damped surge natural period, s 14.3 15.0 15.6  
OrcaFlex 9.7a: MR_surge.sim (modified 1:23 PM on 8/9/2016 by OrcaFlex 9.7a)
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For the submerged configuration with the 10 cm mussel rope diameter, flooding the 
pontoons increases the heave virtual mass by 53% compared to the surfaced configuration with 
the same mussel rope diameter. Consequently, the virtual mass contribution (by itself) increases 
the heave resonant period by 24%. However, the change in waterplane area when the raft is 
submerged has a greater effect on the heave natural period. The waterplane area of the floats is less 
than ¼ of the waterplane area of the pontoons. Since natural frequency is proportional to the 
square-root of waterplane area, this contribution itself more than doubles the natural period of the 
raft. The combined effect of the increase virtual mass and the reduced waterplane area increases 
the heave natural period from 3.5 to 8.4 seconds. The change in pitch natural period due to 
submerging the raft is even greater. 
The wavelengths associated with the heave and pitch natural periods of the surfaced raft 
are equal to or less than the raft length. When multiple wave peaks are acting along the length of 
the raft, the total integrated force is reduced. Consequently, no resonant peaks are distinguishable 
for the surfaced raft in Figure 68. Rather, the shape of the heave and pitch RAOs are dictated by 
the ratio of wavelength to the length of the raft. 
In the submerged case, the increased heave and pitch natural periods have a significant 
effect on raft motion. Figure 68 shows that the observed pitch and heave motions of the submerged 
raft between 3 and 8 seconds are especially small compared to the surfaced raft. The surfaced raft 
is responsive to wave forcing in this range since it is below the rafts heave and pitch frequencies. 
It is also below the frequency at which the wavelength equals the raft length (approximately 2.8 
seconds). However, this frequency range is above the heave and pitch natural frequencies of the 
submerged raft, so the submerged response is greatly diminished. 
The pitch natural frequency of the submerged system is outside of the range of frequencies 
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compared in this study. (See Chapter V, Full-Scale Field Experiment.) However, the pitch response 
appears to be approaching resonance at low frequencies. Furthermore, the heave resonance of the 
submerged raft is evident in Figure 67. At frequencies near 0.12 Hz, both the Aqua-FE™ and 
OrcaFlex models predicted heave responses larger than the wave amplitude. In the field 
experiment, the heave resonant peak is milder, but apparent. It should be noted that the semi-
exposed sites of interest in this study generally experience very little wave energy at this frequency. 
The results of the natural frequency calculations are consistent with the findings on the 
effect of submergence depth on raft performance using the numerical model. The submerged raft 
exhibits significantly reduced motion regardless of submergence depth. This is particularly true 
for the storm with a 5 second peak period. Waves with that period are considerably longer than the 
raft and have a frequency lower than the natural heave and pitch frequencies of the surfaced raft. 
The submerged raft, however, is not responsive to forcing at that frequency. This is a vital result 
for mussel farmers as they design submersible rafts for various wave climates. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Relationship to Previous Work 
Previous studies have examined the static behavior of mussel rafts in steady current using 
numerical models and experimental work (e.g. Delaux, Stevens, and Popinet, 2011; Tseung et al., 
2016; Newell and Richardson, 2014). The present work characterized the dynamic response of a 
mussel raft to waves and current in both surfaced and submerged configurations, using wave tank 
experiments, numerical modeling, and a field experiment with a full-scale prototype.  
The numerical modeling approach used in the present study was similar to the finite 
element method applied to fish cages by DeCew et al. (2005, 2010a, 2010b, 2013), Fredriksson et 
al. (2003, 2005), Tsukrov et al. (2000, 2003), and Kim et al. (2014). Wang et al. (2015) validated 
a finite element approach by comparing results with wave tank experiments. That study also used 
numerical models to analyze representative full-scale raft configurations. Those results indicated 
that a submerged raft would exhibit smaller motions than a surfaced raft when subjected to the 
same single-frequency waves. The present work modified this approach and applied the revised 
modeling techniques to a full-scale prototype. Results from Newell and Richardson (2014) were 
used in the present study to estimate the mean current speed (as a function of free-stream current) 
applied to the numerical models. The drag coefficient used for the mussel ropes was taken from 
Plew et al. (2009).  
The present study included field experiments on a full-scale prototype submersible mussel 
raft system, similar to the field observations by Stevens et al. (2007) for longline systems. The 
present field experiments were compared with numerical models developed using both commercial 
and research software programs. They also provided a data set which can be used to evaluate future 
modeling efforts. Furthermore, the field experiment and the numerical models were used to 
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compare the performance of the submerged and surfaced raft configurations and identify factors 
contributing to the submerged raft’s diminished  response to waves. 
Numerical Model Validation 
In general, the numerical models in both Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex predicted heave, pitch, 
and surge response magnitudes and frequency dependent trends that replicated observations from 
the full-scale field experiment. The skill of both models was excellent in the range of wave periods 
associated with the most wave energy at the semi-exposed test site (between 2 and 5 seconds). For 
the small-amplitude motions at high and low frequencies, some discrepancies occurred. It should 
be noted, however, that outside of the 2 to 5 second range, wave motion, model predicted raft 
motion, and observed raft motion are all very small.  
In the surfaced configuration, Aqua-FE™ over-predicts high-frequency heave motion and 
low-frequency surge motion. These discrepancies are largely due to the representation of the 
pontoons as a series of horizontal and vertical truss elements. While this representation properly 
accounts for the overall volume and mass of the pontoons, projected areas in the horizontal and 
vertical directions are altered. This, in turn, alters the drag and added mass values for the raft 
system. For both the Aqua-FE™ and OrcaFlex models, applying the Morison equation to floating 
bodies on the free surface violates the assumption of a fully-submerged slender cylinder under 
which that equation was derived. Both models over-predicted heave motion of the surfaced raft at 
very high frequencies. The assumption of an undisturbed wave field is not valid for high frequency 
waves, whose wavelengths are shorter than the length of the raft. Furthermore, at these frequencies, 
the damping associated with radiated waves—which is neglected in the Morison equation 
formulation—may be important.  
For the submerged case, both models showed good agreement with experimental results in 
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the frequency range of interest. Furthermore, predictions from both models reflected the large 
reduction in wave response for the submerged configuration compared to the surfaced raft. Both 
numerical models over-predicted the low-amplitude, low frequency motions near resonance in 
heave and pitch. This suggests that the hydrodynamic drag used in the models may be too low at 
very small relative fluid velocities. However, these motions have very low amplitude, with RMS 
values on the order of 0.02 m for the validation case. Furthermore, since they occur at very low 
frequencies, the velocities and accelerations associated with these predictions, and important for 
mussel feeding and drop-off, are negligible.  
Numerical model predictions of mooring tension were higher than those measured in the 
field. Predictions from the Aqua-FE™ model were especially high, since the projected area of the 
trusses comprising the pontoons was higher than the projected area of the physical pontoons. Line 
tension was found to be highly sensitive to small changes in the mooring layout, so some of the 
discrepancy in both models might be due to uncertainty regarding the exact locations of the four 
anchor points. A larger source of error, most likely, is the assumption that the wave field is not 
disturbed by the raft system. Every element is exposed to the undisturbed waves, so fluid forces 
on the system are exaggerated.  
Future improvements to the numerical models could be made by incorporating results from 
other experimental or numerical investigations. These could include estimating the effects of the 
raft system on the incident wave field and the addition of radiation effects for elements at the 
surface. First-order estimates of the reduction of wave amplitudes (“wave shadowing”) by the raft 
structure could come from Boundary Element Method (BEM) calculations of wave diffraction. 
Estimates of wave dissipation by the closely spaced array of mussel ropes would require 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or experimental studies. OrcaFlex has some capabilities for 
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incorporating wave wake models, but implementation would probably not be straightforward. 
Incorporating wave shadowing models in Aqua-FE™ would require modifying the source code. 
Values for added mass and damping associated with waves radiated from the pontoons and floats 
could be obtained from BEM programs. These results could be applied directly in the OrcaFlex 
model. Applying them in Aqua-FE, however, would again require modifications to the program. 
In both programs, the user would need to take care not to double-count forces. (For example, a 
user could mistakenly specify a radiation added mass in addition to a Morison-type added mass 
coefficient.) This could be especially difficult when representing a solid body as a series of smaller 
elements in Aqua-FE™. 
In general, the results of this study indicate that a carefully applied finite element model 
can reasonably predict the motions of surface and submerged mussel culture systems comprising 
rigid and flexible components. This is in spite of violating some of the assumptions on which these 
formulations are based. Due to neglected wave shadowing and damping effects, the finite element 
models may over-predict some motions, especially near natural frequencies of the system. The 
absence of wave shadowing effects also leads to over-predictions of mooring loads. If rigid 
structures are represented as a series of smaller truss elements, the change in the overall 
hydrodynamic properties of the structure should be calculated and accounted for, since this 
approach can further contribute to over-predictions of motion and mooring tensions. However, 
since the observed discrepancies between model predictions and field results lead to overly 
conservative design decisions, and since the models showed good agreement at frequencies where 
wave energy was high, the models are valuable for design purposes. 
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Submersible Mussel Raft Performance 
The wave tank tests, numerical models, and field experiments all demonstrated that the 
submerged raft exhibits significantly decreased motion compared to the surfaced configuration. 
This reduction is especially large in the range of wave periods from 2 to 5 seconds, where the wave 
energy at the semi-exposed test site is greatest. For storms in this frequency range, RMS vertical 
velocities and accelerations of the mussel rope attachment points on the submerged raft were 12–
17% of the values for the surfaced raft under the same conditions. This should correspond to 
decreased interruptions to feeding and reduced mussel drop-off in storms. This result was 
supported anecdotally when the mussel mass harvested from the submerged raft prototype was 
300% of typical harvests from surfaced rafts. 
The dramatic reduction in motion in the submerged configuration was found to result 
primarily from the increased natural periods in heave and pitch. The reduction in waterplane area 
and—to a lesser extent—the increased inertia of the pontoon reduce the heave and pitch natural 
frequencies so that they are below the wave frequencies associated with high energy. This is a 
favorable result for mussel farmers, because it means that rafts need only to be submerged to 
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CONSISTENT AGGREGATE ELEMENT PONTOONS IN AQUA-FE 
 Models in Aqua-FE™ are limited to truss and buoy elements (linear elements with pinned 
end conditions). Furthermore, Aqua-FE™ calculates the submerged volume of each element based 
on the intersection of its axis with the free surface. To mitigate the problem of partial submergence, 
the Aqua-FE™ model was built as a grid of vertical and horizontal elements. (See Chapter III, 
Numerical Modeling with Aqua-FE.) However, this results in a total projected area much larger 
than that of the physical pontoon. To rectify this discrepancy, the use of consistent aggregate 
elements was investigated. (These elements are discussed in Chapter III.) The trusses comprising 
the pontoon in the surfaced configuration (Figure 13) were designated as consistent aggregate 
elements with a length ratio of 0.34. This is the ratio of the length of the pontoons to the total 
length of the elements representing the pontoon. In the submerged model, the length ratio was 0.5 
(Figure 14). The surfaced and submerged models with the consistent aggregate pontoon elements 
were then tested with the environmental forcing observed in the field (Table 18).  Results from this 
method were compared with field observations, along with the previous Aqua-FE™ model which 
did not use consistent aggregate elements for the pontoons. Figure A.2 shows the results for the 





Figure A.2. RAOs for the surfaced raft from field experiments, from the Aqua-FE model described in 





Figure A.3. RAOs for the submerged raft from field experiments, from the Aqua-FE model described in 
Chapter III, and from the Aqua-FE model using Consistent Aggregate Elements (CAE).  
 Figure A.2 shows that the use of consistent aggregate elements significantly improves 
Aqua-FE™ predictions for the motion of the surfaced raft. This is especially true for the surge 




frequency surge motion. However, Figure A.3 shows that the use of consistent aggregate elements 
increases the discrepancies between predicted and measured results at low frequencies. It appears 
that the reduced vertical drag results in larger predictions of heave and pitch amplitudes at the 
submerged raft’s resonant frequencies. 
